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Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series

Abbott Elementary

Pilot

While on Abbott's annual zoo field trip, Tariq reveals that he has been offered a job in New York; Janine
struggles with a big choice; Barbara starts questioning her future after finding out her favorite tuatara has
been retired because of old age.

Acapulco

Pilot

When he’s hired at Acapulco’s hottest resort, Maximo thinks he’s scored his dream job—but quickly learns
there’s more to it than he thought.

After Life

Episode 6

An interview with a sick child hits Tony hard. Later, he makes a decision about Lisa's insurance money and
joins his friends at the town fair.

The Afterparty

Maggie

An unexpected eyewitness emerges to help Detective Danner piece together the true story behind Xavier’s
demise.

American Auto

Commercial

Katherine and the team reshoot a commercial to make it more inclusive of the LGBTQ+ community.

American Auto

Profile

When a TV newsmagazine films a segment on Katherine, the team struggles to portray her in a positive
light while avoiding “gotcha” questions.

And Just Like That...

Little Black Dress

Miranda and Charlotte come to Carrie’s aid, proving what good friends are for. Anthony and Stanford vow
to let go of petty arguments.

And Just Like That...

Sex And The Widow

Carrie’s first date as a widow ends in an embarrassing, drunken mess. Miranda attempts to rekindle a
spark with Steve, and Charlotte and Harry have the biggest fight of their marriage over… tennis.



Archer

Colt Express

A mysterious stranger and a scavenger hunt helps Archer and the gang get a jump on their enemies.

Archer

Dingo, Baby, Et Cetera

Lana makes rookie mistakes as ghosts from Archer’s past haunt him on a special mission.

Archer

Identity Crisis

Archer and the gang just saved the world from a nuclear catastrophe and their reward is five nights in a
rat-infested Moldovan hotel.

Archer

London Time

A mission across the pond turns into a trip down memory lane for Malory while Cheryl/Carol teaches Pam
about British history.

Archer

Lowjacked

The Agency embarks on a team building exercise that doesn't quite get off the ground.

Archer

Photo Op

Archer and Lana face off against snakes, crocodiles and mercenaries to reunite a family.

Archer

Shots

Sex, drugs, and monster trucks! Archer and the gang celebrate another barely successful mission.

Atlanta

Rich Wigga, Poor Wigga

Down on his luck, a mixed-race high school senior attempts to win a full scholarship to college by proving
he is "black".

Atlanta

Tarrare

Van leads friends on a wild adventure through Europe.

Atlanta

Three Slaps

A young kid winds up in foster care and discovers the horrors of living with a farmers market couple.

Atypical

Dessert At Olive Garden

Sam deals with a big disappointment, Casey clashes with Elsa over college plans, and a recurring dream
vexes Doug.



Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Charlie's Angels

After Nora and Melanie reunite with a high school friend, they realize New York City isn't what it used to
be; Grandma braces herself for a visit from her rich cousin Rosalind.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Don't F*ck With Grandmas

Grandma and her gal pals band together to take down a scammer targeting the elderly, and Nora suspects
her former fling Margaret is back to her con artist ways.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Edmund's Back

Despite many setbacks and creepy auditions, Nora stands by Edmund's newfound acting career, and Wally
panics after discovering that Brenda's online dating profile is still active.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Home

Nora embraces her new life in New Mexico, but a distressing letter from home makes her reevaluate the
future, and Grandma deals with loneliness during coronavirus lockdowns.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Never Too Old

After a starry-eyed look at her future, Nora trains a new CBD store employee, Grandma's newly diagnosed
perfect bill of health leads to a face-off, and Daniel catches Nora by surprise.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Shadow Acting

Nora inadvertently becomes an actor, Wally has a revelation after catching up with old friends, and
Edmund decides to pursue his dreams.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

The Simple Life

Edmund embraces life in Los Angeles, Grandma teaches Brenda about Chinese cuisine and traditions, and
Nora does some soul searching when her car breaks down in New Mexico.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Stop! Nora Time

After getting an MRI during an earthquake, Nora time-travels to the iPod-filled world of 2003, where she
sets out to warn her younger self about the mistakes she's about to make in her life.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Tales From The Blackout

Wally, Doug and Nora swap stories of childhood embarrassment, sexual mishaps and bad drug experiences
as they ride out a power outage, and Nora learns something new about her mom.

B Positive

Bagels, Billiards And A Magic Show

On Gina’s first day as the new owner of the Valley Hills retirement home, she asks Drew for help getting
through to a short-tempered resident whose wife is sick.



The Baby

The Arrival

After yet another friend makes a surprise pregnancy announcement, a dejected Natasha heads to a remote
cabin to get her head straight – only to be confronted by exactly what she sought to get away from: a
baby.

Back To Life

Episode 4

In the aftermath of Lara’s vigil, Miri races to get ready for her date with Billy. But when Mark confronts her,
desperate to find Mandy, it sets off a chain reaction of events that threaten to derail Miri’s first-ever proper
date.

Barry

710N

The Taylors leave Fuches for dead, and he is given a second chance at happiness. The Taylors attack
Barry. Sally accepts a job on the show that replaced Joplin. Cousineau uses his newfound success to give
Annie the career he took from her. In Bolivia, Hank is captured.

Barry

candy asses

On the precipice of death, Barry hallucinates while George Krempf debates to kill or save him. Jim Moss
takes Fuches into custody where he is interrogated by Albert. Fuches tells Albert that Barry killed Chris,
and Sally discovers Natalie’s new show with BanShe gives them everything Joplin lacked.

Barry

starting now

Jim Moss interrogates Cousineau. After escaping Elena’s dungeon, Hank saves Cristobal. Sally kills the last
Taylor, and Barry cleans it up for her. Fuches goes to prison believing he is the Raven. Albert forgives
Barry, and Cousineau does what is right by helping Jim Moss bring Barry to justice.

Better Things

England

Sam and fam take a trip. Sam needs the circle to be complete.

Better Things

Ephemera

Sam learns about pronouns and finance.

Better Things

Family Meeting

Sam fights zombies and Frankie dresses up.

Big Mouth

Sugarbush

On a Birch family ski trip, Leah prepares to go all the way with Val, and Andrew hits it off with a fellow ski
noob. Matthew helps Jay out of a slump.



Black Monday

One!

New Year's Eve 1989. It's Mo's "wedding day," but priority number one is to make sure he and his crew
live to see another decade. He and Dawn, Blair, Keith and Yassir work together to do whatever it takes to
make sure that happens.

black-ish

If A Black Man Cries In The Woods...

Pops, Dre and Junior go on a “man trip” to heal old wounds. Meanwhile, Diane and Jack contemplate their
futures as they look at their college wish lists.

Blindspotting

Bride Or Die

Ashley brings the whole family to visitation to see Miles. Earl heads off to start his first day of work at the
ports but is hit with red light special when he gets back to the docks.

Bob's Burgers

Loft In Bedslation

Linda and Tina try to help Louise build a bed loft in one day; Bob and Gene host a tabletop role-playing
game.

Breeders

No Direction Home

With Luke refusing to live with his dad, Paul is staying at honeymooning Leah’s house. Single-parent Ally
begins to feel the strain, while a distressing event from the family’s past has a surprising present-day echo.

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

The Last Day Pt. 1

The squad take stock of their eight years together and look toward their future.

Brooklyn Nine-Nine

The Last Day Pt. 2

The squad take stock of their eight years together and look toward their future.

Bust Down

Pitching Tent

Chris becomes infatuated with a forbidden group of women, and he forces the crew to debate, power,
privilege and manifestation.

Bust Down

Post-Nut Promises

Sam’s infidelity spills over into the casino, leaving Langston to help clean up the pieces. Meanwhile, Chris
and Jak try to get to the bottom of the deadbeat dad issue in the community.

Central Park

The Paige-riarchy!

Paige tries to convince Molly that her period is a blessing. Bitsy is desperate to get back on a prestigious
list of rich women over 50.



The Chair

The Last Bus In Town

Ji-Yoon visits Pembroke's new lecturer as Bill joins in on a Korean tradition. The tenured professors band
together, and Yaz receives an enticing offer.

Cobra Kai

Let's Begin

Johnny and Daniel combine dojos but their opposing styles immediately clash. Kreese tries to persuade a
former partner to rejoin him at Cobra Kai.

Cobra Kai

The Rise

The tournament comes to a shocking end, with the aftermath leaving its participants reeling – and two
champions facing uncertain futures.

The Conners

Spills, Pills And The Midnight Lasagna

The Conners celebrate Mark when he makes dean’s list at his new magnet school; but when Darlene and
the family learn what he’s been doing to keep up with his classmates, it’s anything but a party. Meanwhile
Jackie continues to navigate her relationship with Neville.

The Conners

Triggered

The family is locked down in their home due to a shooting incident in the neighborhood.

Dave

Dave

Dave releases his debut album Penith. The rest is history.

Dave

Enlightened Dave

Dave journeys to a legendary recording studio, hoping to break through his creative block, but he is forced
to confront his greatest obstacle: his own ego.

Dear White People

Chapter X

Opening night of the Varsity Show yields big surprises and a sobering encounter. In the future, the friends’
reunion takes an emotional turn.

Dickinson

This Was A Poet -

Emily asks Betty to help her design a new dress. The Dickinson family is surprised by an unexpected guest.

Dicktown

The Mystery Of The Strawberry Patch

Farmer Rigsbee hires John and David to shut down the strawberry patch.



Disenchantment

Bean Falls Apart

In her dreams, Bean confronts her inner "Bad Bean," but the evil doppelgänger conceals a sinister plot.
Derek, Bear Boy and Freckles get captured.

Dollface

Birthday Girl

The girls attend Stella’s bar opening and make important decisions about their relationships, careers, and
futures. Jules gives Madison a birthday surprise.

Duncanville

Clothes And Dagger

Duncan becomes the alpha dog at school after finding a knife on the ground. Kimberly starts a new fashion
trend by selling Jack and Annie's normie clothes to hipsters.

Emily In Paris

French Revolution

Emily finds her loyalties torn when a fashion show at Versailles sets the stage for a showdown that could
determine Savoir's future — and her own.

Emily In Paris

Voulez-Vous Coucher Avec Moi?

Feeling très guilty over her encounter with Gabriel, Emily decides to move on with a romantic weekend
away. Mindy's new job turns out to be a total drag.

F Is For Family

Bye Bye, Frankie

As the town flocks to the airport for the big Christmas Eve show, Frank scrambles to keep the event on
track, and Rosie plots to expose the mayor.

F Is For Family

The Mahogany Fortress

At a family funeral, Frank deals with bottled-up emotions, Maureen befriends an embalmer, and Bill
discovers the last rites can wipe away any sin.

F Is For Family

The Rustvale Massacre

While Sue tries to broker a peace deal with her dad, Frank meets the new airline management, and Bill and
Maureen get into mischief on a field trip.

Fairfax

Big Peens

When Melody throws a pool party to celebrate her verified status on social media, Truman helps Dale gain
followers to get into the party, while Derica puts Benny on a super-cleanse.

Family Guy

Christmas Crime

Brian accidentally destroys Mayor West's nativity scene and attempts to hide the evidence. He is ultimately
caught, but learns an important lesson about the meaning of Christmas.



Family Guy

Girlfriend, Eh?

Peter and Chris take a bonding road trip to Canada to meet Chris's girlfriend who may or may not actually
exist.

Feel Good

Episode 3

An awkward dinner with George’s old friends becomes contentious after Mae receives a disturbing phone
call, then picks a fight with Binky.

Flatbush Misdemeanors

Vortex

Zayna deals with a rumor she had sex with her teenage crush while Kevin deals with delivering on his first
freelance painting job. Dan excitedly prepares to attend Jess’s birthday party. But their worlds collide when
Drew’s demands impact all their lives.

The Flight Attendant

Drowning Women

After finding potentially incriminating photos in Benjamin’s office, Cassie seeks assurances from Shane –
and continues to avoid Marco – while Megan searches for an all-important lockbox.

The Game

A Taste Of Vegas (Part 1)

Tasha juggles her flourishing business and the careers of her clients, including that of her son's, Malik, who
is intent on taking his future with the Vegas Fighting Fury to the next level. Meanwhile, Brittany and
aspiring pro-football player Jamison find themselves in Vegas, searching for opportunity.

The Garcias

Back To The Roots

While George and Carlos attend an unorthodox conflict management course, Ana gets protective of her
new “bestie” Yunjin at a weekend getaway.

The Garcias

Guess Who's Coming To Breakfast, Lunch And Dinner

Life at Casa Garcia is upended when Yunjin’s mother pays a visit. While Carlos and George get ready for
the launch of their new club, a newly unemployed Lorena inches closer to her dream of becoming a TV star
– even if it’s not quite as she pictured it.

The Garcias

Just Trying To Help

Andrea meets a local boy who shares her love of rocketry. When she realizes he’s going blind from
cataracts, she recruits her family to help him. After Lorena causes a stir on the set of her new job,
shaman-in-training Yunjin volunteers to help her recenter.

The Garcias

Never A Dull Moment

As she prepares to renew her vows, Sonia grapples with coming clean to her husband Ray. George has a
nightmare about Hollywood. Carlos stumbles upon new career opportunities. The Garcias receive a surprise
visit from space.



The Garcias

Sonia's Secret

Bored with retirement, a restless Sonia seizes a new opportunity. While a newly invigorated Lorena
encourages Victoria to put her activism into action, George and Carlos debate over a new business
venture. Max enlists his cousins’ help after falling in love.

Gentefied

Sangiving

All Pop wants for Thanksgiving is a peaceful family meal. But when everyone’s at the table, secrets,
accusations — and even the turkey — go flying.

Gentefied

Welcome Home, Pop

After three months in an ICE detention center, Casimiro emerges to discover he’s a local celebrity. But life
at Mama Fina’s is not as he left it.

Ghosts

Pete's Wife

Pete convinces Sam to invite his living wife to the mansion, only to discover she's been keeping a dark
secret from him for many years. Also, Sassapis gets angry with Thorfinn for binge-cheating their favorite
show without him, and Trevor learns he may have a daughter.

Ghosts

The Vault

Just as Sam and Jay are set to host a friend's wedding that could get their B&B business off the ground, the
ghost of Hetty's husband, Elias Woodstone (Matt Walsh), tries to ruin it.

Girls5eva

B.P.E.

Dawn and Wickie vie for the same solo on the album. Gloria and Summer attempt to clean up their pasts
by tracking down copies of an old prank show they made for Lifetime Raw.

Girls5eva

Tour Mode

As Girls5eva competes for the opener slot on Collab’s world tour, the women grapple with the feasibility of
picking up and leaving New York.

The Goldbergs

The Goldbergs’ Excellent Adventure

In an homage to Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure, The Goldbergs embark on a hilarious, bittersweet — but
ultimately joyful — daylong journey to ceremoniously spread Pops’ ashes at his “favorite place.”

The Goldbergs

The Wedding

When Erica and Geoff find out that Beverly has planned an over-the-top wedding for them, they come up
with a plan to postpone it. Adam and Barry step in to help pamper the bride before her big day.



Grace And Frankie

The Beginning

Robert finally comes to terms with his memory loss. Grace and Frankie confront the possibility of
immediate death — or aging for a few more years.

Grand Crew

Wine & Art

Wyatt gets into an art show and asks Sherm to be his subject. Noah doesn’t know if Simone is ready to
take the next step, but Nicky has a plan. Fay teaches Anthony some dance moves. And there’s wine. 

Grand Crew

Wine & Therapy

Wyatt convinces Noah to try therapy. Fay plays matchmaker for Sherm. Anthony helps Nicky navigate the
dynamics of a casual hookup. And there’s wine. 

The Great

Alone At Last

Catherine's grief over the loss of Leo during the coup finally catches up with her; Peter's part in Leo's
death, and the discovery that he just murdered a noble, causes Catherine to lock Peter in his flat with his
mummified mother.

The Great North

Dip The Halls Adventure

When Jerry's Bigfoot costume gets stolen a few days before Christmas, Beef helps him track it down. The
Tobin kids try to build an elaborate gingerbread village.

grown-ish

A Boy Is A Gun

After an unarmed Black man is shot by police, the crew reacts in different ways to the news; Kiela and
Doug butt heads when she wants to use his party to raise awareness.

Hacks

The One, The Only

Deborah prepares to take the stage for her taping, as Ava deals with a new opportunity.

Harlem

Once Upon A Time In Harlem

Dr. Pruitt’s choice for Camille’s dream job causes Camille to question her life choices. Tye fights to finalize
her divorce. Angie gets offered a bigger role in the musical. Quinn confronts her feelings for Isabella.

Harlem

The Strong Black Woman

Tye tries to get her health in order before an important conference. Camille questions how to respond to a
strange text from Ian. Angie struggles with an ignorant cast member. Quinn navigates her mother’s
expectations.

Hawkeye

Never Meet Your Heroes

Archer Kate Bishop lands in the middle of a criminal conspiracy, forcing Hawkeye out of retirement.



Home Economics

Chorizo With Mojo Verde And Chicharron, $45

Things get a little hot in the kitchen when Tom considers ghostwriting a memoir for a celebrity chef;
Connor starts dating a friend of Sarah and Denise's who makes a surprising impact on him.

HouseBroken

Who's A Bad Girl? Pt 2

Honey has a wild night out with Coyote, but in the light of day, she has a change of heart, leading to Chief
having an adventure of his own.

How I Met Your Father

Timing Is Everything

Sophie gets romantic advice from someone who's been through it all. Valentina and Charlie face a tough
crossroads. Jesse makes a choice.

Human Resources

Birth

Junior Lovebug Emmy panics when she's assigned her first client: a woman who's about to go into labor.
Hormone Monster Maury celebrates a big birthday.

I Love That For You

Gottahaveit

No longer wanting to be defined by her childhood illness, Joanna gets her dream job as a host on the home
shopping channel SVN. But when her first broadcast doesn’t go as planned, Joanna makes a bold choice to
save her fate at the network. Season premiere.

iCarly

iStart Over

Carly Shay navigates the next chapter of her life, moving past a failed relationship and reinventing her web
show. Meanwhile, Spencer can't accept the fact that Harper doesn't like his latest sculpture.

Insecure

Everything Gonna Be, Okay?!

As she and her friends try to make time for each other no matter what, Issa looks back on all it took to get
to where she is today.

Insecure

Out, Okay?!

Issa navigates unresolved feelings when tensions escalate at a friend’s going away party. Molly lets loose
with her new man.

Insecure

Reunited, Okay?!

At her ten-year college reunion, Issa’s self-doubt quickly surfaces, while Molly struggles to get out of her
own head.

Inside Job

The Brettfast Club

Brett hopes to have a blast in the past as the team embarks on a nostalgia-laced mission to a small town
that's permanently stuck in the '80s.



It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia

The Gang’s Still In Ireland

Dennis and Dee explore their new accommodations in the countryside; Frank accompanies Charlie to find
the truth about Charlie’s Irish childhood pen pal; Mac has an identity crisis and decides to join the
seminary.

Johnson

Poker Face

Omar, Greg and Jarvis attend Eugene Johnson’s annual poker tournament while Keith goes salsa dancing
with Bianca as he tries to figure out if it’s a real date or not.

Julia

Chocolate Soufflé

After suffering a terrible blow, Julia’s future – and the fate of the show – hang in the balance.

Kenan

Moving Violation

When their mom, Bobbi, decides to sell the family home, Kenan and Gary must clear the basement of their
childhood memorabilia, leading Gary to evaluate his goals in life. 

Kenan

Work Friends

Kenan offends Tami when he reveals that he only sees her as a colleague and not as a friend. Gary and
Rick encourage Birdie to use TikTok before she’s ready, which lands her in real trouble at school.

Killing It

Pilot

A divorced, down-on-his-luck single father named Craig tries to apply for a loan to start a new business,
but an encounter with an Australian Uber driver changes his life forever.

Killing It

The Storm

With the South Florida Python Challenge ending and a hurricane on the way, Craig questions everything
that got him to this point.

Life & Beth

MRI

Beth gets an MRI to find the source of her back pain and, while inside, she reflects on her tumultuous
childhood.

Love, Victor

Gay Gay

Victor feels unsure of his place at Creekwood after quitting the basketball team.

MacGruber

A Good Day To Die

After serving eleven years in prison for the murder of his former nemesis, MacGruber is reunited by
General Fasoose for one last suicide mission.



Made For Love

Under Open Sky

While Hazel takes Herb on a critical father-daughter camping trip, a suspicious Jasper makes a startling
discovery.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Everything Is Bellmore

Midge runs into Lenny at the Wolford where she’s their new emcee. Susie is devastated to hear that Jackie
has died. Abe's job gets personal when he reviews a musical written by family friend Buzz Goldberg. While
Rose looks after a grieving Susie, her matchmaking business starts to take off.

Minx

Not Like A Shvantz Right In The Face

After a fateful meeting with low-rent publisher Doug Renetti, self-proclaimed feminist Joyce Prigger finally
gets a shot at creating the magazine of her dreams – with one enormous catch.

Mr Inbetween

I'm Not Leaving

If nothing ends, what begins?

Mr. Corman

Mr. Corman

Josh hasn’t seen his dad in almost three years.

Mr. Mayor

Mr. Mayor’s Magical L.A. Christmas

Neil serves his love of gift-giving by forcing his disgruntled staff to work on “L.A. Christmas Eve” as they
wait for his “perfect gift” to arrive.

Mr. Mayor

Titi B.

Neil accidentally angers mega-influencer Titi B. and must apologize or deal with the wrath of her followers.
Jayden coaches Arpi on how to be less abrasive at personal appearances.

The Ms. Pat Show

Duck (Pilot)

The Ms. Pat Show is the story of a former convicted felon turned suburban mom. She now finds herself in
conservative middle America alongside her penny-pinching husband, a struggle of a sister, and two distinct
sets of kids.

Murderville

Most Likely To Commit Murder

Working the night shift, Terry is paired with detective-in-training Kumail Nanjiani and heads back to high
school to investigate a tech CEO's death.

Mythic Quest

Juice Box

Ian presents his half of the expansion and ends up in the hospital. David ponders his legacy.



Never Have I Ever

...been a perfect girl

As Paxton’s mixed messages have Devi questioning herself, the upcoming winter dance offers a chance to
determine where she stand — and what she needs.

Never Have I Ever

...been a playa

Ahead of their impending move to India, Devi faces her first-ever love triangle, while Nalini tries to sell her
patient roster to a flashy competitor.

Only Murders In The Building

True Crime

Upper West Side neighbors Charles, Oliver & Mabel bond over a shared love of true crime. When a fellow
resident dies in their building, the trio becomes determined to solve the mystery and record an
accompanying podcast.

The Other Two

Chase And Pat Are Killing It

LA-bound a day early for Chase’s fashion show, Brooke and Cary are each on a mission: Brooke to carve
out some me-time, Cary to up his body count.

The Other Two

Chase Gets Baptized

Chase's baptism into a celebrity church – a beautiful rite of passage for any famous young boy – finds
Brooke and Cary struggling to also reap the benefits of this blessed new world.

The Other Two

Chase Guest-Edits Vogue

While Cary leverages his D-list celebrity status to help pay rent, Brooke scrambles to enjoy the perks of
being a manager at a splash Vogue party.

Our Flag Means Death

Act Of Grace

Captured and facing trial, Stede and Blackbeard face tough choices and an uncertain future.

Our Flag Means Death

Wherever You Go, There You Are

While Stede attempts to reenter his old life, Blackbeard tends to a wounded heart.

The Outlaws

Episode 2

We discover what a washed-up lawyer and an insta-celebutante with anger issues could possibly have in
common, and a dangerous temptation falls from the sky.

Peacemaker

It's Cow Or Never

With Peacemaker and Adebayo at odds, can the team kill the cow once and for all – or will their fracture
give the aliens the opening they need to complete its teleportation?



Pen15

Luminary

Anna and Maya attend the local “Walk For Cancer.” Opportunities for socializing evolve into inklings of
mortality

The Pentaverate

Episode 6

At the Meadows, Ken strips down before rallying the guards into action. Can he stop the Pentaverate from
falling into nefarious hands?

Physical

Let's Do This Thing

Sheila discovers aerobics as a new outlet for her body anxiety. Danny, her husband, pursues a calling in
politics after bad news about his job.

Reservation Dogs

F*ckin’ Rez Dogs

One year after the death of their friend, four Native teens commit crimes to fund their efforts to leave their
home in rural Oklahoma.

Reservation Dogs

Hunting

Willie Jack and Leon go hunting.

Resident Alien

Alien Dinner Party

It’s a surprise party as everyone gathers to celebrate Harry but some dangerous guests cause havoc.

Resident Alien

Girls' Night

Harry meets a woman unlike any other and realizes that she is the key to his new mission. 

Rick And Morty

Mortyplicity

The Smiths suspect they're being hunted. But who's even real?

The Righteous Gemstones

As To How They Might Destroy Him

As BJ’s baptism approaches, Judy clashes with her agnostic in-laws, while Baby Billy struggles with his own
growing family. Still reeling from their father’s revelation, Kelvin and Jesse conspire to put Eli in his place.
Feeling disrespected, Eli reverts back to his wrestler Maniac Kid days and breaks Kelvin’s thumbs.

Run The World

Phenomenal Women

Failed novelist Ella McFair starts her first day at HotTeaDigest.com and enlists her friends to help her cover
her first assignment.



Russian Doll

Brain Drain

Nadia learns an intriguing fact about the family fortune that sends her on a quest for clues — and her
situation takes a bizarre new turn.

Russian Doll

Exquisite Corpse

Nadia tracks down the stolen valuables and formulates a plan to secure her family's future. But she comes
to a grim realization.

Russian Doll

Nowhen

Nadia's 40th birthday is a few days away, and she's planning to celebrate it quietly with Alan. Then
something really strange happens.

Saved By The Bell

From Curse To Worse

When West Beverly High bans a trans girl from the soccer team, Lexi tries to solve transphobia by putting
on a play. Daisy worries that Gil is cursed. Mac demands to be named “Spirit Czar”.

Saved By The Bell

The Last Year Dance

It’s a new school year at Bayside! Daisy and Mac plan a dance to make up for all the events they missed in
2020. Lexi wants her second kiss with Jamie to be perfect. Aisha tries to get to the bottom of what
happened with DeVante and Nadia.

Schmigadoon!

Schmigadoon!

Melissa and Josh stumble upon the strange musical town of Schmigadoon—and are shocked to learn they
can’t leave until they find true love.

Search Party

Revelation

The gang crosses paths with an unlikely savior in their fight for survival.

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Welcome To Essex

As they start settling into college life, first-year suite mates Kimberly, Bela, Leighton, and Whitney navigate
relationships, extracurriculars, and culture shock. Later, the girls hit an exclusive party to blow off some
steam.

Shining Vale

Chapter Eight - We Are Phelps

The shocking end of Pat’s book is revealed while the Phelps family fights for their souls; individually and as
a family.

Shining Vale

Chapter Six - Whispering Hope

On the verge of losing everything, Pat decides to make a deal that may damn her forever. Terry’s battle
with depression has deadly consequences.



Single Drunk Female

Pilot

A public flame-out forces 20-something alcoholic Sam to move back home with her overbearing mother,
Carol. Surrounded by all the triggers that made her drink, Sam tries to move past her worst self and figure
out her best self.

Single Drunk Female

A Wedding

On her wedding day, Brit's jitters lead her to make an unexpected decision. Sam learns the truth about
James.

Somebody Somewhere

Tee-Tee Pa-Pah

With a tornado looming, Sam weathers a different kind of storm as she shares the truth about Rick with
Tricia, and Tricia seeks revenge. After impulsively adopting a dog, and a near brush with death sheltering
in a tube together, Joel realizes he wants more out of life.

Sort Of

Sort Of Back

Bessy is in a coma and Paul is not handling the stress very well. Sabi's dreams of Berlin with 7ven have
now disappeared from the dropdown menu.

Sort Of

Sort Of Gone

After a horrible date and being fired on the same day, Sabi contemplates an opportunity that would change
their life, until an unexpected accident puts their new plans in jeopardy.

Sort Of

Sort Of Mary Poppins

After a run-in with a choking hazard, Raffo ends up admitted to the same hospital as Bessy. Worlds collide
and Raffo finds out Sabi has been hiding the nanny part of their life for the past three years.

Sort Of

Sort Of Stable

Sabi and the family try their best to fall into the new rhythm. Paul pretends to be Bessy, texting with this
mysterious Penny. Lewis's grand gestures fail to win Sabi back.

South Side

Turner's And Brenda's Day Off

Turner and Brenda ditch the set of the hit show Chicago Shields, leaving Goodnight and a frantic
production assistant to track them down. Meanwhile, K workshops his sci-fi novel – with no help from
Simon.

Space Force

The Chinese Delegation

The team does its best to avoid offending a visiting delegation from China, but Dr. Mallory struggles to hide
his feelings about a moon landing denier.



Star Trek: Lower Decks

Wej Duj

Boimler attempts to find a bridge buddy while the U.S.S. Cerritos crew have down time during a long warp
trip.

Starstruck

Christmas

Jessie’s farewell dinner party takes a surprising turn, after Tom shows up and devours some unassuming
brownies.

Starstruck

Housewarming

An unexpected visit from Vinay wreaks havoc on Tom’s New Year’s housewarming party as Tom tries to
stop his drunk brother from meeting his new girlfriend. As their worlds collide, Jessie can’t escape the
feeling that she doesn’t belong.

Tacoma FD

Quarantine

The gang is quarantined at the station after being exposed to a potentially infected Capuchin monkey on
an emergency call. Everyone deals in their own way.

Ted Lasso

No Weddings And A Funeral

Rebecca is stunned by a sudden loss. The team rallies to show their support, but Ted finds himself
grappling with a piece of his past.

Ted Lasso

Rainbow

Nate learns how to be assertive from Keeley and Rebecca. Ted asks Roy for a favor.

This Way Up

Episode 5

Shona contemplates Vish’s suggestion that they adopt kids. Aine meets Richard’s friend Mark and
overhears them speaking about her.

Trying

I'm Scared

Nikki and Jason must make a huge decision in a small amount of time.

Tuca & Bertie

Nighttime Friend

Tuca deals with her nightly insomnia and loneliness by exploring Bird Town after hours. Bertie handles an
IBS attack and Speckle has a new pedometer watch!

United States Of Al

Promises

As Kabul falls, Al and Riley work to get Al's sister to safety.



Upload

Download

Nora rallies the support of unlikely allies and Hyperloops to LA. Meanwhile, the issues in Nathan’s personal
life come to a head.

Upload

Robin Hood

Frustrated with the inequities at Lakeview, Nathan and Luke decide to redistribute some wealth with
Ingrid’s unwitting help. Nora undertakes a secretive mission.

We Are Lady Parts

Play Something

Geeky PhD student and part-time guitar teacher Amina Hussain is desperate to find a husband. Meanwhile,
punk band, Lady Parts rehearsals are cut short when fiery frontwoman Saira, insists they need a lead
guitarist. Their worlds are about to collide!

Welcome To Flatch

Dance It Out

When a coveted pair of sneakers lands in a Flatch shoe store, Kelly and Shrub come up with inventive
ways to come up with the money to buy them, including selling homemade treasure maps and starting a
for-profit hip-hop dance school.

Welcome To Flatch

Pilot

The whole town attends the annual Scarecrow Festival, where cousins and best friends Kelly and Shrub
compete in the festival events.

What We Do In The Shadows

The Casino

The vampires embark on a road trip from which they may never return.

What We Do In The Shadows

The Wellness Center

Nandor is persuaded to reject vampirism and pursue a healthier lifestyle.

Why Women Kill

Secret Beyond The Door

With dreams of status and glamour, Alma Fillcot (Allison Tolman) hopes to fill a recently vacated seat in
her local Garden Club, led by the intimidating Rita Castillo (Lana Parrilla). However, when Alma discovers
her loving husband Bertram's (Nick Frost) shocking secret, that preparation and hard work is jeopardized.

Why Women Kill

They Made Me A Killer

Alma learns how cruel a wounded Rita can be, but quickly realizes she can use the situation to her
advantage. Bertram feels tempted to resume his “hobby,” leading him to seek counsel with a trusted figure
from his past.



With Love

Nochebuena

It’s Christmas Eve AKA “Nochebuena,” and the Diaz family gathers together for their annual celebration.
Lily is dealing with a recent break-up, while her brother, Jorge Jr., is bringing a boyfriend home to meet the
family. We also meet other Portland residents and see how their lives intertwine.

Woke

Papa’s Got A Brand New Boil

Keef drops everything to help Clovis deal with a surprise guest. With the Bay Arean on the decline, Ayana
struggles to find a new place to live.

Wolf Like Me

Episode 3

Mary emerges from the basement to face a terrified Gary and tells him her full story and what really
happened to her husband; Mary is convinced the universe is trying to tell them something, but Gary
doesn’t want to hear it.

The Wonder Years

Independence Day

Twelve year-old Dean desires more independence from his family just as his grandfather faces losing some
of his.

The Wonder Years

Love & War

When Bruce returns home from Vietnam, the family is shocked to find out he is dating, and eager to share
his life with, an older woman with a son; when they learn more about Bruce's last deployment, they come
together to support him.

The Wonder Years

Pilot

When 12-yr-old Dean takes on a mission to unite his white and black friends in a cross-town baseball
game, we see the challenges his black family faced when making sure the late 60's were the Wonder Years
for them too.

The Wonder Years

The Sleepover

When Dean learns that Corey's dad, Coach Long, is in the doghouse, he struggles to keep this secret from
his friend.

Work In Progress

I Release You

Abby and Julia venture into uncharted waters, the family throws a party, and Abby finds herself ending one
relationship just as she begins a new one. The fate of her last almond hangs in the balance, so Abby has a
nice long talk with herself before making any decisions.

Young Rock

Corpus Christi

Texas, 1996: Dwayne gets an incredible opportunity – his first ever match will be for the WWF! After
meeting legends and future legends backstage, he soon discovers there’s more to the match than just the
moves – he needs to get a hostile audience to care.



Young Rock

Kiss And Release

Hawaii, 1984: When Dewey gets in trouble at school, Ata enlists the help of Andre the Giant to set him
straight. Meanwhile, Lia, on trial for extortion, attempts to curry favor with the jury.

Young Sheldon

A God-Fearin’ Baptist And A Hot Trophy Husband

Georgie gives mom and dad some life altering news.

End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Drama Series

All Creatures Great And Small (MASTERPIECE)

Episode 7

A trip back home to Glasgow presents James with a dilemma to choose between the people he loves. As
Helen (Rachel Shenton) and James (Nicholas Ralph) navigate their feelings for one another, Siegfried
(Samuel West), Tristan (Callum Woodhouse), and Mrs. Hall (Anna Madeley) must consider their places in
the world.

American Rust

Denmark

Harris finally finds the anonymous eyewitness. Lee decides not to return to New York. Billy is returned to
the general prison population to face the consequences of his actions. The D.A. may be forced to drop the
case. Season finale.

Another Life

Just A Rat In A Cage

In a flash, Niko and Richard's world takes a terrifying turn as they wake up in a cold, cruel trap. On Earth,
the team grapples with memory gaps.

Another Life

Live To Fight Another Day

Shock waves hit a Salvare struggling in the aftermath of an epic act of destruction. Niko questions
William's judgment as Erik looks to the Achaia

Arcane

The Monster You Created

Perilously close to war, the leaders of Piltover and Zaun reach an ultimatum. But a fateful standoff changes
both cities forever.

Archive 81

Mystery Signals

Haunted by a family tragedy, Dan begins to restore videotapes for a cryptic firm. Then he’s startled to
learn of his connection to their missing creator.

Archive 81

Spirit Receivers

In the woods, Dan encounters the unexpected. In the tapes, Melody learns about the cult and makes
contact during a shocking séance.

As We See It

Pilot

Series premiere. Jack has an outburst at work and suffers the repercussions. Violet obsesses over wanting
a “normal” boyfriend and fights with her brother Van for control of her life. Harrison is terrified of venturing
outside, but their aide Mandy works with him to overcome his fears.

Bel-Air

Dreams And Nightmares

Will Smith, a talented West Philadelphia teenager, is sent to live with family in Bel Air; upon his arrival, he
quickly discovers how different things are and that this is his chance at a new beginning.



Better Call Saul

Black And Blue

While business booms for Jimmy, the vise tightens on the cat and mouse game between Gus and Lalo.

Better Call Saul

Carrot And Stick

Harsh realities dawn on Nacho in his not-so-safe haven. Gus investigates his suspicions.

Better Call Saul

Hit And Run

Gus takes extreme measures. Jimmy and Kim enlist a local pro to put on a show.

Better Call Saul

Plan And Execution

Jimmy and Kim deal with a last-minute snag.

Better Call Saul

Rock And Hard Place

Still on the run, Nacho is forced to choose where his loyalties lie. Jimmy doubles down.

Better Call Saul

Wine And Roses

Nacho runs for his life. Jimmy and Kim hatch a plan. Mike questions his allegiances.

Billions

Cold Storage

The discovery of Prince's true plan pushes Chuck to undertake his most dangerous gambit yet - one final
all-in gamble. Season finale.

Billions

No Direction Home

Chuck, Axe and Prince maneuver to outsmart each other. Taylor finds themself at a crossroads while
Wendy struggles to sort out her personal life. Shifting alliances lead the future of Axe Capital down an
unexpected path. Season finale.

Billy The Kid

The Immigrants

It’s 1871. 12-year-old Billy McCarty and his immigrant Irish family have to leave New York and travel west
to seek new opportunities. But the journey proves fatal for some.

BMF

The King Of Detroit

In an effort to expand into new territory, Meech discovers a disturbing alliance then hatches a plan to
eliminate the threat. Terry is forced to make a life-altering decision.

The Book Of Boba Fett

Chapter 6: From The Desert Comes A Stranger

Mysteries are explored and Boba Fett learns new information.



Bosch: Legacy

Always/All Ways

Bosch reaches a dangerous end game in the Vance case. Chandler courts an unlikely ally in her wrongful
death suit. Maddie pays the cost of getting too involved with her work.

Bosch: Legacy

Chain Of Authenticity

Will Carl Rogers outmaneuver Bosch and Chandler and escape justice once again? Maddie Bosch faces
every cop’s biggest fear.

Bosch: Legacy

The Wrong Side Of Goodbye

Retired Det. Harry Bosch, now a private investigator, is hired by aging billionaire Whitney Vance. When the
man who ordered her murder walks free, Honey “Money” Chandler teams with Bosch to fix the injustice.
Maddie Bosch, still finding her footing as a rookie, is assigned to a hard-charging training officer.

Bridgerton

Capital R Rake

Anthony begins his search for a wife, Eloise braves her society debut, and Lady Danbury helps the queen
choose a diamond among the season's debutantes.

Chapelwaite

Blood Calls Blood

1850. Captain Charles Boone inherits his wealthy cousin’s estate and relocates his family to small-town
Maine. The Boones encounter prejudice, hostility, a mystery illness and murder as Charles begins a
dangerous journey of self-discovery.

The Chi

A Raisin In The Sun

Emmett tells Tiff to make a decision. Imani and Shaad get a clean slate. Jake comes clean to Jemma. Trig
gives Douda an ultimatum. Tracy throws a celebratory block party. Nina and Dre put their problems aside
to help someone in need. Season finale.

Chicago Fire

Fire Cop

Severide and Seager team up to investigate a fire at the home of a troubled young woman. Pelham moves
into 51’s rumored cursed office. Kylie assists Kidd with Girls on Fire.

Chicago Fire

Two Hundred

In the show’s milestone 200th episode, Casey makes a life-altering decision. Gallo, Ritter and Violet agree
to an interview and photo shoot. Brett and Mouch launch the paramedicine program. Cruz comes closer to
fatherhood.

Chicago Med

Secret Santa Has A Gift For You

The outcome of Will’s investigation weighs heavily on his mind as he works with Dylan to save a 4-month-
old patient. Stevie and Vanessa both struggle to keep their secrets. Crockett and Blake work with Abrams
to save a patient in need of a liver transplant.



Chicago Med

Status Quo AKA The Mess We're In

Charles helps Dylan with a longtime patient who was recently diagnosed with schizophrenia. Stevie, Maggie
and Vanessa investigate the legitimacy of a patient’s cancer diagnosis. Crockett is caught off-guard. Will
pitches a new medical technology.

Chicago P.D.

Fractures

As the team investigates the stabbing of a father with two young daughters, they begin to suspect there is
more to the story than meets the eye. The FBI investigation into Roy Walton’s death intensifies while
Voight, Upton and Halstead feel the heat.

Chicago P.D.

Still Water

While out for a jog, Upton witnesses a horrible car crash and risks her own life to save the passengers.
After learning more about the victims, the team must track down the man responsible for the brutal crash.

Chucky

An Affair To Dismember

Scores will be settled as Chucky’s diabolical plan comes to fruition at a dangerous, public venue.

Chucky

Death By Misadventure

When teen Jake Wheeler buys a vintage doll at a yard sale, his young life changes forever.

The Cleaning Lady

Coming Home Again

Arman's fallout with Hayak has severe consequences for Thony. In hiding, Arman tries to help Thony, but it
is Garrett who steps in to get Thony across the border. But upon re-entry, things aren't what they seem.

The Cleaning Lady

Full On Gangsta

Thony enlists Arman's help to get to Mexico for Luca's transplant, but plans go dangerously off course.
Thony finds herself in a desperate situation, forcing her to call upon both the former doctor and the
newfound "gangsta" in herself.

The Cleaning Lady

The Icebox

After the cleaning ladies are swept up in a terrifying ICE raid, Thony discovers FBI Agent Miller
orchestrated the raid to coerce her into finding incriminating evidence against Arman, presenting Thony
with a life-altering dilemma—remain loyal to the mobster keeping her son alive or save Fiona from
deportation.

The Cleaning Lady

TNT

A whip-smart Cambodian doctor struggles to survive in the U.S. as an undocumented worker while she
waits for a medical treatment to save her ailing son, but after witnessing a brutal murder, Thony manages
to convince the crime syndicate to spare her life by becoming their on-call cleaning lady.



Cowboy Bebop

Blue Crow Waltz

Years earlier, Spike and Vicious meet Julia at Ana's club. But romantic entanglements and Vicious'
ambitions soon cause trouble for all of them.

Cowboy Bebop

Darkside Tango

Jet reunites with his ex-partner to track down a recently released criminal. While he's away, Spike and
Faye try to pick up a quick job.

David Makes Man

Chaos Is Come Again

David enters his therapist's office determined to have a conversation about his job, but Dr. Halloway
instead pushes David to confront his past, leaving him raw and vulnerable.

Dexter: New Blood

The Family Business

Dexter decides whether or not he can bring his son into the family business.

Dexter: New Blood

Sins Of The Father

Dexter and Harrison try to live a normal life in a place that they have discovered is not as normal as they
thought it was. Will they live happily ever after, despite all the threats coming their way?  Season finale.

The Endgame

All That Glitters

Elena’s newest target sheds light on her ultimate endgame.

The Endgame

Pilot

Recently captured international arms dealer and criminal mastermind Elena Fedorova orchestrates a
number of coordinated bank heists throughout New York for a mysterious purpose. She may have met her
match, however, with principled and relentless FBI agent Val Turner, who will stop at nothing to foil her
plan.

The Equalizer

Aftermath

Just as McCall considers ending her work as The Equalizer, she’s pulled back in when she takes on
Detective Marcus Dante as a new client who needs her help to find an untraceable group of bank robbers.

The Equalizer

D.W.B.

McCall races to find Dante when he’s abducted by a pair of panicked deputies who fear reprisal, after they
detained Dante without cause and used excessive force before realizing he’s a fellow cop. Alone and
injured, Dante experiences hallucinations that reveal his complicated childhood.

Euphoria

Stand Still Like The Hummingbird

Fate has a way of catching up with those who try to outrun it. After being confronted about her drug
usage, Rue makes a run for it, attempting to escape another bout in rehab.



Evil

S Is For Silence

The team is dispatched to a monastery to investigate the corpse of Father Thomas, whose body has not
decayed in the year following his death.

The Expanse

Babylon's Ashes

In the season finale, Inners and Belters fight side by side with the crew of the Rocinante in a last, massive,
desperate battle with Marco and his Free Navy, with the fate of the Solar System, the Ring Gates, and of all
humanity hanging in the balance.

Fantasy Island

Hungry Christine; Mel Loves Ruby

Hungry Christine: A morning show anchor under pressure to look effortlessly perfect wants to eat as much
as she wants without gaining weight. Mel Loves Ruby: A loving old married couple want to relive their
youth for a weekend.

FBI

Fear Nothing

OA confronts one of his biggest fears when the team discovers that sarin gas may have been sold to
terrorists.

FBI

Fire & Rain

The team attempts to obtain key information from a vulnerable 9/11 widow who is incredulous that her
new “boyfriend” is actually the manipulative leader of a South American terrorist group that is planning a
large-scale bombing.

FBI: International

Shouldn't Have Left Her

When Raines’s sister goes missing in Kosovo, he must go rogue to find her, putting his job and his life on
the line. Also, Kellett and Forrester face further scrutiny from inside the Bureau.

FBI: International

Trying To Grab Smoke

When one of two American founders of an illegal porn site is gunned down in Prague, the team is tasked to
locate his partner who is still on the run in the Czech Republic. Also, Kellett struggles to maintain a
relationship with her mother due to working far from home.

FBI: Most Wanted

Exposed

A local FBI case involving two murdered women and a sea of powerful men turns into a manhunt for the
dangerous leader of a far-reaching criminal enterprise. OA assists Jess and the team, joined by special
agent Kristin Gaines, in the second part of a special three-part crossover event.

FBI: Most Wanted

Incendiary

The team hunts for a young man who is using napalm style bombs to attack his targets. Also, with Tali
away, Jess and Sarah begin to adjust to their empty nest.



Flack

Danny

Danny and Dev are Britain’s number one TV presenting duo, but things are starting to fall apart. Danny
has demons and addictions that the press know about, and Dev wants shot of him so he can become a star
in his own right.

Foundation

The Emperor's Peace

Foundation chronicles a band of exiles on their monumental journey to save humanity and rebuild
civilization amid the fall of the Galactic Empire.

From

Long Day's Journey Into Night

The Matthews’ family road trip takes a horrifying turn when they are detoured to a small pastoral town
from which they cannot leave. When their family RV crashes, Sheriff Boyd Stevens and other residents
rush to save them before the sun goes down.

Gentleman Jack

I’m Not The Other Woman, She Is

Anne Lister’s determination to draw a line under her relationship with Mariana Lawton is matched by
Mariana’s determination to win her back. Does Miss Walker have reason to worry?

The Gilded Age

Face The Music

George gets revenge on the aldermen when they go back on their deal with him. Ada runs into an old
friend, but Agnes sees his real motivations. Marian sees Mr. Raikes, against Agnes’ wishes, and receives a
marriage proposal from him. Peggy gets an opportunity to publish her short stories.

The Girl In The Woods

The Guardian

Premiere episode. When a mysterious teen arrives, a disappearance strikes fear into the heart of West
Pine.

The Girl In The Woods

One Door Closes

When the trio splits up, each teen comes face-to-face with a new horror.

Goliath

It's Time

In a final showdown with George Zax, Billy and Patty seek justice for the victims of the opioid epidemic, no
holds barred.

The Good Doctor

Sons

Shaun and Lea plan to marry at a courthouse, until Glassman and Jordan throw them a surprise wedding
on the hospital rooftop, officiated by Andrews. Lim and Villanueva are stabbed by Villanueva's abusive ex.



The Good Fight

Previously On

Season five premiere. A flashback to 2020 reveals how the team at Reddick, Boseman & Lockhart
experienced the year's major events.

Good Sam

Pilot

A talented yet stifled heart surgeon embraces her leadership role after her renowned and pompous boss
falls into a coma. When he awakens and wants to resume surgery, however, it falls to her to supervise this
overbearing blowhard who never acknowledged her talents — and also happens to be her father.

Good Sam

To Whom It May Concern

In the season finale, Sam's groundbreaking surgical technique sets off new explosions in the battle for
control of the hospital between father and daughter.

Gossip Girl

Just Another Girl On MTA

As the school year begins for New York’s elite, a new student at Constance St. Jude’s finds herself thrust
into the spotlight, while a mysterious presence threatens to shake the status quo.

Halo

Transcendence

Beaten, battered, and betrayed, John 117 leads the Spartans on a suicide mission to find the Halo and
save humanity. But at what price?

Hanna

Grape Vines And Orange Trees

Hanna breaks protocol and visits Abbas at his safehouse. Marissa recognizes The Chairman from Hanna’s
photo. As Hanna and Marissa plan to sabotage the next assassination, a small mistake raises suspicion.
Carmichael is outed as a traitor which leads to Hanna and Marissa being ambushed.

Heels

Kayfabe

Jack Spade is a husband, father and the owner of the Duffy Wrestling League. While Jack controls
everything that goes on inside the ring, outside the ropes, he fights to balance his family, financial
pressures and an ex-friend who’s come to poach Jack’s younger brother, Ace away from the league.

Hightown

Dot Dot Dot

Jackie and Ray both realize a distressing truth. Frankie feels threatened and Renee proves herself to be
ruthless.

Home Before Dark

Not Giving Up

Hilde struggles to let the mystery of Richie Fife go, even as a mysterious explosion leads her to new secrets
buried in Erie Harbor’s past.



A House Divided

Why The Sudden Rush?

Plots and schemes come to a bitter end as the Sanders Family destroys itself from within.

Invasion

Last Day

Across the globe, strange and unexplainable events begin to unfold. A small-town sheriff senses something
bigger is at play.

Joe Pickett

A Monster At The Gate

On his first day as game warden in Saddlestring, Wyoming, Joe Pickett finds himself in an unexpected
situation with a local poacher.

Kevin Can F**K Himself

Broken

Nick's timeline shifts as Allison and Patty prepare for the big night. Kevin, Neil and Pete start a band, but
Neil gets paranoid that Kevin has other plans when he finds a fertility clinic brochure in the trash. Tammy
and Patty get closer.

Kevin Can F**K Himself

The Grand Victorian

Allison and Patty make a deal with Nick. Kevin celebrates his birthday with two dinners. To Patty's surprise,
she goes on a date with Tammy at the Vic House. Allison confronts Nick about going through with the plan
her way.

Kevin Can F**K Himself

Live Free Or Die

A detective questions Patty about the pharmacy bust. Allison and Patty go on a road trip. Kevin comes up
with a new money making scheme in the basement of the McRoberts home. After multiple setbacks, Allison
admits the truth about her plan to Patty.

Kevin Can F**K Himself

Living The Dream

Kevin throws his annual "Anniversa-rager" party with help from Patty, Neil and Pete. After Patty reveals
the truth about her bank accounts, Allison goes on a bender and makes a decision to take back control of
her life.

Kevin Can F**K Himself

New Patty

Allison pushes the limits to see what she is capable of. Kevin, Neil and Pete attempt to replace Patty after
kicking her out of the group. An ominous Nick shows up at Patty's salon. A new job opportunity opens up
for Allison at Bev's Diner.

Kevin Can F**K Himself

New Tricks

Allison witnesses an overdose and has an idea. It’s Belichick hoodie day and Kevin feuds with the neighbors
over a stolen package. Following a mysterious business card, Allison is led to Patty’s Salon in town.



Kevin Can F**K Himself

We're Selling Washing Machines

Allison discovers the truth about Patty’s Salon. After a fight, Kevin and Neil compete in a chili cookoff.
Allison’s revenge inadvertently dries up the towns pill supply. Patty almost gets busted in a local Pharmacy
raid and confides in Allison.

Killing Eve

Don't Get Attached

Eve delves into her target’s past. Villanelle re-embraces killing. Carolyn tracks down a top member of The
Twelve.

Killing Eve

Hello, Losers

Eve and Villanelle focus on a shared mission. Carolyn returns as a traitor and needs to use her intel as
leverage.

Killing Eve

Making Dead Things Look Nice

Eve’s mission grows. Villanelle has a dalliance with an assassin. Carolyn’s intel may lead her back home.

Killing Eve

Oh Goodie, I'm The Winner

Eve and Villanelle are reunited before they pursue their missions. Carolyn faces a ghost from her past to
get answers.

The L Word: Generation Q

Late To The Party

Bette is forced to navigate major changes. Shane is pulled into LA's poker scene. Alice and Nat readjust to
couple-hood. Sophie, Dani and Finley must deal with the fallout of Sophie's decision. Micah navigates his
new normal.

La Brea

Pilot

When a massive sinkhole opens in Los Angeles, the Harris family is split in two. Eve and her son are sent
to a mysterious primeval world. Gavin discovers that the visions that have plagued him for years might
hold the key to bringing them home.

La Brea

The Way Home

With time running out before their window home closes, the survivors of the sinkhole hatch a final escape
attempt. That plan, however, is put into question when they receive a stark warning from Gavin that their
plan will end in disaster and forces Eve to make an impossible choice.

Law & Order

Black & Blue

The murder of an off-duty NYPD detective threatens to tear the city apart. Cosgrove mourns the loss of a
friend and asks Capt. Benson for help solving the case. McCoy and Price disagree on how to prosecute the
culprit, sparking sharp condemnation from all sides.



Law & Order

The Right Thing

Newly acquainted partners Bernard and Cosgrove investigate the murder of a notorious entertainer; a
dispute over throwing out a confession creates a rift in the DA's office.

Law & Order: Organized Crime

The Christmas Episode

When Eli goes missing, Stabler asks Benson and the task force to help him find his son. Wheatley considers
his future. Guest starring Mariska Hargitay, Raul Esparza and Yancey Arias.

Law & Order: Organized Crime

The Good, The Bad And The Lovely

Stabler discovers Flutura’s true role in the family business. Bell asks a favor from Kilbride to move her case
forward. Bernadette and Eli adjust to their new living situation.

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

The Five Hundredth Episode

Amaro asks the SVU for help in clearing a convicted man’s name and brings a figure from Benson’s past
back into her life.

Law & Order: Special Victims Unit

If I Knew Then What I Know Now

A young woman learning about her birth parents asks Benson for help. Carisi and Rollins weigh the risks of
taking their relationship public.

The Legend Of Vox Machina

Shadows At The Gates

After ruining Sovereign Uriel’s diplomatic dinner, Vox Machina is under house arrest. While they stave off
boredom, Keyleth convinces Percy to open up about his dark history and Pike fears she has lost her
connection to her deity. Meanwhile, a looming threat is on its way to confront Vox Machina.

The Lincoln Lawyer

The Brass Verdict

Mickey confronts Trevor as the pieces fall into place, and his chance to right a past wrong could have dire
consequences for Maggie.

The Lincoln Lawyer

He Rides Again

Following a personal and professional spiral, Los Angeles defense lawyer Mickey Haller receives an
unexpected opportunity from a fellow attorney.

Locke & Key

Alpha & Omega

While Tyler works on a way to help Jackie, Gabe gives Kinsey a deadline to meet his demands, Eden
manipulates Josh, and a shaken Nina reaches out.

Loki

Glorious Purpose

After picking up the Tesseract in “Avengers: Endgame”, Loki finds himself called before the Time Variance
Authority (TVA), a Kafkaesque bureaucratic organization that exists outside of time and space.



Long Slow Exhale

Fast Break

Following a shocking death, J.C. turns to a trusted ally for help. Meanwhile, the team must put aside their
differences to save one of their own.

Lost In Space

Contact

While Judy sets out to find Grant Kelly, Penny and Will explore a mysterious tunnel. Light years away,
Maureen, John and Don hunt for SAR's remains.

Lost In Space

Trust

As the battle for Alpha Centauri unfolds, the Robinsons and their friends risk everything to restore peace
and pave the way for a better future.

Lucifer

Partners 'Til The End

Desperate to rescue Rory, Lucifer and Chloe confront her kidnapper with guns and wings blazing. Lucifer
finally comes to terms with his purpose.

The Man Who Fell To Earth

Hallo Spaceboy

An alien crashes deep into the oil fields of New Mexico with a mission: to find the one woman on earth who
can save his species. Together they discover in order to save his world, they must first save ours. Series
premiere.

Mayans M.C.

Cleansing Of The Temple

War descends on Santo Padre.

Mayans M.C.

Death Of The Virgin

The divided M.C. comes together in honor of their fallen brothers.

Mayor Of Kingstown

This Piece Of My Soul

Kingstown Prison descends into total chaos. Mike desperately works to help stop a riot that will have
serious consequences for all involved.

The Morning Show

La Amara Vita

Alex travels to Lake Como, Italy to finally find closure with Mitch.

My Brilliant Friend: Those Who Leave And Those Who Stay

The Fever

A nervous Elena introduces Pietro to his future in-laws. Later, with her health deteriorating day by day, Lila
urgently sends for her lifelong friend.



New Amsterdam

In A Strange Land

Max takes drastic measures to help several undocumented immigrants after a fire destroys the church
where they had sought refuge. Sharpe and Malvo assist a patient with a life-threatening condition.
Reynolds is conflicted about his new position.

New Amsterdam

More Joy

Max and Sharpe wake up to a new, more personal dynamic. Iggy calls upon an old contact to help with an
explosive situation. Bloom begins a tricky dynamic with her new Emergency Department residents.
Reynolds finds himself in an awkward position.

Night Sky

To The Stars

Irene and Franklin York have a secret: a chamber buried in their backyard which leads to a strange,
deserted planet. But surprising revelations make them reevaluate what they think they know about it.

9-1-1

Boston

Chimney is determined to find a missing Maddie amongst the chaos of St. Patrick's Day.

9-1-1: Lone Star

The Big Chill

An unexpected cold front brings an ice storm and various weather-related emergencies to Austin.

Nine Perfect Strangers

Ever After

It’s time for everyone to cross the threshold and face their demons, including Masha. But will they make it
to other side?

One Of Us Is Lying

One Of Us Is Dead

The biggest secret is revealed as the murder club discovers the identity of Simon’s killer on Halloween
night.

One Of Us Is Lying

Pilot

On the first day of school at Bayview High, five students enter detention, but only four come out alive and
all of them have secrets to kill for.

Outer Banks

The Darkest Hour

JJ cooks up a risky plan to help out John B. Pope hunts down information about the key. Kiara and Sarah
both deal with family fallout over the Pogues.

Outer Range

The Void

Series premiere. Wyoming rancher Royal Abbott has thirty days to move his fences in a property dispute
with neighbor Wayne Tillerson. Cattle go missing, leading Royal to discover a dark void on his land. He
makes use of it when a fight between the Abbott and Tillerson offspring turns deadly.



Outlander

Echoes

Jamie’s authority is tested when an old rival from Ardsmuir shows up to settle on the Ridge. Claire finds a
new way to cope with the trauma of her assault by Lionel Brown.

Outlander

The World Turned Upside Down

A pregnant Malva Christie accuses Jamie of fathering her child, swearing they had sex while Claire lay
fighting for her life during a deadly epidemic. Claire believes Jamie, but Malva won’t take back the vicious
lie. Later, Claire finds Malva brutally murdered and tries desperately to save Malva’s unborn baby.

Ozark

Ellie

A cop's checkered past. A kid skips college. A senator is crooked. A drug deal goes bad.

Ozark

A Hard Way To Go

Every desperate deal. Every broken promise. Every bloody murder. Eager to leave their murky past
behind, the Byrdes make a final bid for freedom.

Pachinko

Chapter One

In 1920s Korea, Yangjin and Hoonie shield their only child, Sunja, from the realities of life under colonial
rule. In 1989, Solomon closes a big deal.

Pieces Of Her

Episode 1

Andy’s 30th birthday lunch is interrupted by a shocking act of violence. After her mom’s stunning response
goes viral, a threat emerges in their home.

The Porter

Episode 101

Train porters and best friends Junior Massey and Zeke Garrett are galvanized to take different – and
dangerous – actions after a tragedy occurs on the job.

The Porter

Episode 104

Junior gets a chilling glimpse at Queenie’s capacity for violence. Zeke and Marlene’s road-trip reignites an
old spark. Lucy’s big debut as a featured performer makes her contemplate a different path.

Power Book II: Ghost

Drug Related

Davis advises Tariq on the best way to protect himself against Jenny and Saxe questions what lines Davis
crossed in doing so. Carrie realizes her own actions have put her students in harm’s way.

Power Book III: Raising Kanan

Reaping And Sowing

After a rival crew member is killed, Raq does whatever is necessary to get the target off Kanan’s back.



Power Book IV: Force

Family Business

When the gangs face off, truths come to light forever shifting the power balance of the Chicago drug game.
This battle may be over, but the war is far from won.

Queen Sugar

You Would Come Back Different

Nova shares her truth, Ralph Angel's finances remain strained, and more is revealed about Billie's history
with the Bordelons; Nova learns concerning information, and Charley and Davis struggle with the decision
to take their relationship public.

Raised By Wolves

King

Sue resorts to prayer in her desperation to cure Paul, Father’s project takes on new life, and hope is briefly
renewed for Marcus and his followers.

Reacher

Welcome To Margrave

Reacher is wrongly accused of murder while visiting the small town of Margrave, GA.

The Rookie

Day In The Hole

Officer John Nolan is forced to spend a week in solitary confinement in a quiet border town with a young
local officer who is in need of some training. Meanwhile, Sergeant Bradford and Officer Chen discover that
looks are deceiving and go undercover together in a possible drug trafficking case.

S.W.A.T.

27 David

When a dangerous robbery crew holds up the iconic Downtown Library, seemingly to access the Records
Vault, Hondo and the team will learn that stolen architectural drawings will lead to another target -- one
imperiling security workers and potentially putting dangerous drugs back on the street.

S.W.A.T.

Crisis Actor

When armed gunmen storm the set of a controversial cable news show that promotes conspiracy theories,
the team races to prevent a hostage situation from escalating on live TV. Also, Chris supports Street as he
prepares for his mother's funeral.

S.W.A.T.

Donor

When hospital employees are targeted by a gunman the S.W.A.T team races to find a grieving father
whose son was denied a kidney transplant; Hondo searches for evidence behind an alarming rise in Los
Angeles stash houses.

S.W.A.T.

Family

When Hicks witnesses the assassination of his longtime friend, the team races to find the shooter and
determine why he was targeted; Luca struggles with how to help his brother after he's arrested.



S.W.A.T.

Farewell

After a college grad student hijacks the university chemistry lab, SWAT discovers that the compound he’s
made off with is the primary precursor to a deadly nerve agent, prompting fears of an imminent terror
attack.

S.W.A.T.

The Fugitive

When bodycam footage left at a local news station seems to show Hondo shooting two police officers, he is
forced to go on the run while the team works to clear his name.

S.W.A.T.

Keep The Faith

Hondo returns as S.W.A.T. leader. The team has a dangerous case involving a large stack of cash and the
Russian mob. Hondo's dad opens up about a painful part of his past.

S.W.A.T.

Provenance

After an armed robbery crew invades a downtown auction house, the case quickly turns personal for Hondo
when his sister, Winnie, is taken as one of the hostages.

S.W.A.T.

Short Fuse

When a terminally ill inmate escapes from a hospital determined to settle old scores before he dies, SWAT
must team up with a longtime rival of Hicks to protect the fugitive's targets. Also, Nichelle faces a life-
changing event that affects her relationship with Hondo.

S.W.A.T.

Survive

When Deacon enlists Chris' help on an off-duty private security detail, they struggle to survive when
they're attacked by a drug cartel looking to kidnap their wealthy VIP client.

S.W.A.T.

Three Guns

The SWAT team partners with the DEA to locate stolen rocket launchers smuggled into Los Angeles. A
personal issue for Tan arises when a colleague is hurt in the field. Hondo's inquiry into the arrest of a
homeless veteran for Leroy sparks an idea for a new policing initiative.

S.W.A.T.

Vagabundo

In the aftermath of his decision to speak out in the press, Hondo retreats to a quiet town in Mexico to
reassess his life and professional future, only to find himself reluctantly drawn into one local family's fight
for justice.

SEAL Team

Nine Ten

As members of Bravo Team travel to New York City, they reflect on a day that shaped each of their lives
forever.



SEE

Brothers And Sisters

Baba ventures into hostile territory in search of Haniwa. Queen Kane consecrates a new Payan capital and
makes a surprising announcement.

Servant

Hive

Dorothy hosts a mommy-and-me group, but Leanne finds that she can’t trust strangers.

Servant

Mama

Dorothy makes a desperate final plan.

Servant

Ring

Leanne is afraid to go outside. But when her brownstone fortress is invaded by an abusive sous-chef, a
lecherous “baby safety expert” and a mysterious cult of street kids, her protective instincts erupt in a
horrifying—and perhaps supernatural—accident. Meanwhile, Dorothy is punished for her ambition.

Severance

The We We Are

The team discovers troubling revelations.

Sex/Life

The Wives Are In Connecticut

Frustrated by the waning passion in her marriage, Billie starts journaling about — and obsessing over —
her wild erotic exploits with ex-boyfriend Brad.

Shining Girls

Cutline

Years after a brutal attack left her in a constantly shifting reality, Kirby Mazrachi learns that a recent
murder is linked to her assault. She teams with veteran reporter Dan Velazquez to understand her ever-
changing present and confront her past.

The Sinner

Part I

Ambrose visits the town of Clark Harbor for a getaway and finds himself at the center of a tragedy.

The Sinner

Part VIII

Ambrose exposes the secret that threw Percy’s life off course, setting off widespread consequences.

61st Street

Barefoot And Dangerous

Officer Logan begins to question his own department, while Lieutenant Brannigan presses Moses for a
confession. Franklin revisits the crime scene, finding a new angle for the defense.



61st Street

Chess Moves And Poker Chips

While waiting for bond, Moses adjusts to jail. Brannigan opens up to Logan. After stumbling on evidence of
police misconduct, Franklin continues to put together a defense. Joshua makes a discovery.

61st Street

Man On Fire

Franklin faces a setback. Moses takes the stand. A verdict is read.

61st Street

Over The Wall

Franklin gets sobering news while Moses reunites with an old acquaintance. Officer Logan gets a new
position. Norma holds a barbecue to raise money for Moses’ bail.

61st Street

Sins Of Fathers

Moses fights influences in prison and begins to doubt Franklins motives. Joshua sinks deeper into the
Nation as Martha faces pressure from the community. Franklin makes a discovery.

61st Street

The Two Trials

Moses’ trial begins. Brannigan testifies and a discovery threatens to derail Franklin’s defense. Joshua faces
repercussions while Franklin gets an ultimatum.

Slow Horses

Bad Tradecraft

Slough House is the unlikely venue for a secret romance, but events take a dark turn when a dangerous
encounter becomes deadly.

Snowfall

Celebration

The family gathers for Jerome and Louie's wedding and is promptly sent down the rabbit hole.

Snowfall

Fault Lines

Franklin is decimated. Teddy moves to secure his future. The family fractures.

Snowpiercer

A Beacon For Us All

Reunited with old friends, the train throws a party. But alliances are tested as the truth is finally revealed.

Squid Game

One Lucky Day

The final round presents another cruel test — but this time, how it ends depends on just one player. The
game's creator steps out of the shadows.



Star Trek: Discovery

Kobayashi Maru

After months spent reconnecting the Federation with distant worlds, Captain Michael Burnham and the
crew of the U.S.S. Discovery are sent to assist a damaged space station - a seemingly routine mission that
reveals the existence of a terrifying new threat.

Star Trek: Discovery

Species Ten-C

As the DMA approaches Earth and Ni'Var, Captain Burnham and the crew of the U.S.S. Discovery attempt
to make First Contact with the powerful species responsible before it's too late.

Star Trek: Picard

The Star Gazer

Starfleet must once again call on Jean-Luc Picard after members of his former crew—Cristóbal Rios, Seven
of Nine, Raffi Musiker, and Dr Agnes Jurati—discover an anomaly in space that threatens the galaxy.

Star Trek: Strange New Worlds

Strange New Worlds

When one of Pike’s officers goes missing while on a secret mission for Starfleet, Pike has to come out of
self-imposed exile. He must navigate how to rescue his officer, while struggling with what to do with the
vision of the future he’s been given.

Star Wars: The Bad Batch

Kamino Lost

The Bad Batch find themselves in unexpected territory in this finale. Part 2 of 2.

Stranger Things

Chapter Seven: The Massacre At Hawkins Lab

As Hopper braces to battle a monster, Dustin dissects Vecna's motives — and decodes a message from
beyond. El finds strength in a distant memory.

Succession

All The Bells Say

Roman liaises between Matsson and Logan but is increasingly excluded from Logan’s thinking. On
Caroline’s wedding day, it becomes clear that Logan is selling Waystar to Matsson. Shiv, Roman and
Kendall ally to halt the sale but a tip-off from Tom allows Logan to brutally nullify the coup.

Superman & Lois

Bizarros In A Bizarro World

Superman races through the portal after Ally Allston but when he arrives on the other side, he discovers
everything on this parallel earth is... bizarre. Superman goes on one wild ride in his fight to stop Ally from
merging.

Suspicion

Persons Of Interest

An international manhunt ignites when the son of U.S. media mogul Katherine Newman is violently
kidnapped.



Swagger

#Radicals

Six months after the season shutdown, Swagger DMV embark on a road trip and play in a tournament
where they’re confronted with racism.

Sweet Magnolias

Casseroles And Casualties

In the waiting room, the families gather for news from the doctors, and Ty’s plans for the season change.
Over margaritas, Helen shares an announcement.

Sweet Magnolias

Find It In Your Heart

When the mayor won’t see them, the Magnolias take their plans to the next level. At karaoke, Helen and
Erik give the town something to talk about.

Tehran

Faraz's Choice

In a dire situation, Faraz makes a difficult decision. Tamar and Peymaan continue getting closer as Milad
begins to question her priorities.

This Is Us

Don't Let Me Keep You

in 1986, Jack visits a small town in Ohio to attend his mother's funeral. Grappling with grief and regret, he
learns about the person his mother became after she left his father and faces the shared wounds of their
traumatic past.

This Is Us

The Hill

Kate visits Toby

This Is Us

Miguel

The life and death of Miguel Rivas from Puerto Rico to Pittsburgh. A story of assimilation, redemption, and
finding peace in death.

This Is Us

Us

The Pearson family says goodbye

Tokyo Vice

Yoshino

While Samantha risks it all for Polina’s safe return, Sato is forced to mix business with pleasure. As Katagiri
devises a plan to finally take down Tozawa, Jake is confronted by the crime boss’s men.

The Tourist

Episode One

When a man wakes up in the Australian outback with no memory, he must use the few clues he has to
discover his identity before his past catches up with him.



Truth Be Told

Other People's Tears Are Only Water

Poppy attends an art exhibit for her friend, successful lifestyle guru Micah (Kate Hudson)—but it ends in a
shocking tragedy.

Undone

We All Love Each Other

All is well, or is it?

Vikings: Valhalla

The Greenlanders

Plotting to avenge a massacre in England, Viking armies converge in Kattegat — but siblings Leif and
Freydis exact a different kind of retribution.

Virgin River

The Sun Also Rises

The town says goodbye to a dear friend. Brie suffers a loss of her own. Mel and Jack discuss what should
happen with their relationship.

Virgin River

A Wedding, No Funeral And A Baby

Jack makes a momentous decision as Mel grapples with how to share surprising news. Doc is plagued with
concern. Preacher meets with Paige’s friend.

What If...?

What If... T'Challa Became A Star-Lord?

The events of Black Panther and Guardians Of The Galaxy are forever changed when the Ravagers
accidentally abduct T’Challa from Earth instead of Peter Quill, leading to a daring space heist that proves
one noble person truly can change the course of an entire galaxy.

The Wheel Of Time

Leavetaking

A strange noblewoman arrives in a remote mountain village, claiming one of five youths is the
reincarnation of an ancient power who once destroyed the world and will do so again, if she’s not able to
discover which of them it is. But they have less time than they think.

The Wilds

Day 42/15

The boys continue to battle against the dangerous predator, and this time they plan a coordinated attack.
A birthday on the girls’ island puts everyone but Rachel in celebratory spirits.

The Wilds

Day 46/26

Now that they’ve expelled an alleged criminal, the boys clash over how much mercy to show him. Ivan’s
past choices back home have impacted his life and those around him. Over on the girls’ island, Leah’s mind
starts playing tricks on her, while Martha’s past comes back to haunt her.



Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

Acceptable Loss

As the Lakers prepare to enter the play-offs, Buss struggles with the team's tenuous coaching situation and
his mother's failing health. Later, Haywood receives an ultimatum from Kareem.

Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty

The Swan

1979. Businessman Jerry Buss stakes his fortune on purchasing the lackluster NBA's Los Angeles Lakers.
Meanwhile, the team's head coach, Jerry West, bristles at the prospect of drafting college phenom Earvin
Johnson – who must decide if he's ready to live up to the mantle of his nickname: Magic.

The Witcher

Family

Geralt faces off with a demon targeting his nearest and dearest while the most powerful players on the
Continent ramp up their pursuit of Ciri.

The Witcher

A Grain Of Truth

Geralt sets off with Ciri on a journey that leads him to an old friend. After the Battle of Sodden, Tissaia
shows no mercy in her search for information.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga

Little Ghetto Boys

A new beginning is soured when a single decision turns Bobby's life on its head.

Y: The Last Man

Peppers

As tensions at the Pentagon come to a head, Jennifer faces a new, surprising threat. Meanwhile, the
Amazons hit the road.

Y: The Last Man

Victoria

As the Amazons close in on Marrisville, Nora reaches a breaking point. Yorick makes a new connection
while 355 faces her past.

Yellowjackets

F Sharp

As the teens get their bearings among the wreckage, Misty finds hell on earth quite becoming. In the
present: revenge, sex homework, and the policeman formerly known as Goth.

Yellowjackets

Pilot

On the eve of a fateful flight, a championship high school girls soccer team celebrates by betraying one
another; 25 years later, the survivors do their best imitations of well-adjusted people.

Yellowstone

Half The Money

The coordinated attack on the Duttons continues as everyone searches for answers on who is responsible;
Rip delivers on a promise.



You

What Is Love?

As news permeates the community about a recent murder, Joe looks toward a future with Marienne — but
hell hath no fury like Love scorned.

End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie

American Horror Stories

Ba’al

A wife does the unthinkable for a chance at a successful pregnancy.

American Horror Stories

Feral

A family goes on a camping trip unaware of what is lurking in the woods

American Horror Stories

Rubber(wo)man Part One

A teenager and her dads move into a forsaken home with a grim past. As the family makes renovations, a
darkness takes root within them.

American Horror Story: Double Feature

Cape Fear

A struggling writer, his pregnant wife, and their daughter move to an isolated beach town for the winter.
Once they're settled in, the town’s true residents begin to make themselves known.

Anatomy Of A Scandal

Episode 5

Ahead of a critical day in court, Kate confides in a friend as Sophie pieces together the night she attended
a university party with James and Holly.

Angela Black

In this psychological thriller, nothing is as it seems as Angela Black tries to save herself and her children
from danger, leading Angela to doubt everything she thought she knew – including her own mind.

Angelyne

Gods And Fairies

Billboards, power plays, casting couches, jealous rivalries, fireworks, wild rides; Angelyne finds her vehicle
to fame.

Angelyne

Pink Clouds

Lounge acts, funerals, lost years, pink escapes; the truth about the world's need for the truth about
Angelyne.

Bingo Hell

A feisty senior citizen fights to protect her beloved neighborhood from an evil force that’s taken over the
local bingo hall and is killing the residents in gruesome ways.

Birds Of Paradise

Kate is an aspiring ballerina given a scholarship to attend a prestigious ballet school in Paris. Upon arrival
her confidence is tested by fellow dancer Marine who recently lost her brother. While confrontational at
first, their relationship evolves into an emotionally charged, competitive union beset by lies and sexual
awakening.



Black As Night

A resourceful teenage girl driven by revenge, alongside her trusted friends, spends her summer battling
vampires terrorizing her city of New Orleans.

Book Of Love

Unsuccessful English writer Henry’s novel is a surprise hit in Mexico. Upon arrival for a promotional tour,
Henry discovers the reason behind his novel’s popularity - Mexican translator Maria has rewritten his dull
book into a steamy erotic novel. As tempers flare between them, the sparks begin to fly.

Bottle Monster

An alcoholic mother, trying to flee her life, moves to a new house with her young son where she must
battle her addiction as she is confronted by a real-life monster.

Brand New Cherry Flavor

I Exist

Sunlit promise — and the darkest danger — lies around each bend when new director Lisa meets a
powerful producer. But he wants more than she expects.

Candy

Friday The 13th

A normal day in the life of Texas housewife Candy Montgomery is interrupted by a beguiling incident.
Meanwhile, Allan Gore, away on business, tries to contact his eerily absent wife Betty.

Chip 'n Dale: Rescue Rangers

Chip ‘n Dale: Rescue Rangers is a hybrid live-action/CG animated action-comedy that catches up with the
former television stars, the much-loved chipmunks Chip and Dale, in modern-day Los Angeles.

Clickbait

The Brother

With the truth now out about Sarah Burton, focus shifts to her brother, Simon, as questions arise about
how far a grieving, protective brother would go.

Clickbait

The Sister

Pia Brewer races to find Nick when he appears in an online video, bloodied and holding a sign that reads:
“At 5 million views I die."

Colin In Black & White

Cornrows

Inspired by his basketball idol, eighth grader Colin embraces his individuality and hip-hop culture in a way
that startles his parents and coaches.

Conversations With Friends

Episode 11

Frances sees a consultant and is given a diagnosis that distresses her. This news, combined with an
upsetting revelation from Nick and an unexpected argument with Bobbi, causes Frances’ life to spiral out of
control.



Crush

When an aspiring young artist is forced to join her high school track team, she uses it as an opportunity to
pursue the girl she’s been harboring a long-time crush on. But she soon finds herself falling for an
unexpected teammate and discovers what real love feels like.

DMZ

Home

Just as she negotiates safe passage out of the DMZ, Alma wrestles with a compelling reason to stay, while
Skel is forced to choose between those he loves.

Don't Hang Up

Inspired by the true story of a man who gets a phone call claiming his daughter has been kidnapped,
demanding ransom, hurling him into a twisted 24-hour odyssey to life's edge, and the meaning of
everything that matters.

Dopesick

The People vs. Purdue Pharma

Rick and Randy’s criminal investigation now threatens Richard Sackler’s empire, activists take action
against Purdue, and Finnix tries to heal his beloved community that’s been ravaged by addiction.

Dr. Death

Hardwood Floors

Duntsch stands trial after maiming or killing thirty-three out of thirty-eight of his patients while Henderson
and Kirby struggle with the failure of the medical system to stop him.

Dr. Death

Occam's Razor

After a devastating week in the O.R., Duntsch has his privileges suspended pending a drug test. Shughart
fights for an indictment.

The Dropout

I'm In A Hurry

Elizabeth Holmes, an optimistic and determined young woman, drops out of Stanford to found a promising
new blood testing startup.

1883

1883

The Dutton family embarks on a journey west. James arrives in Texas, where he and his family prepare to
make their way through The Great Plains in search of a new home and the promise of opportunity.

The Essex Serpent

Surfacing

The Essex Serpent follows London widow Cora Seaborne (Claire Danes) who moves to Essex to investigate
reports of a mythical serpent. She forms a surprising bond of science and skepticism with the local pastor
(Tom Hiddleston), but when tragedy strikes, locals accuse her of attracting the creature.

Fallen Angels Murder Club: Friends To Die For

Fallen Angels Murder Club: Friends to Die For follows Hollis Morgan, an ex-con turned amateur sleuth who
sets out to investigate a series of murders at her book club before she becomes the next victim.



The Fallout

Bolstered by new friendships forged under sudden and tragic circumstances, high schooler Vada begins to
reinvent herself, while re-evaluating her relationships with her family, friends and her view of the world.

The First Lady

Voices Carry

Eleanor presses Franklin and his staff for a formal position in the administration. After Nixon resigns under
the pressure of the Watergate scandal, Betty is thrust into becoming First Lady. Michelle is met by an
administration full of people ready to diminish everything about her.

Fistful Of Vengeance

A revenge mission becomes a fight to save the world from an ancient threat when superpowered assassin
Kai tracks a killer to Bangkok.

Fresh

Noa (Daisy Edgar-Jones) meets the alluring Steve (Sebastian Stan) at a grocery store and, given her
frustration with dating apps, she takes a chance and gives him her number. After their first date, Noa is
smitten. However, she finds that her new paramour has been hiding some unusual appetites.

Gaslit

Will

Martha Mitchell struggles to balance the demands of a re-election campaign with that of her marriage. John
Dean’s ambition as White House Counsel is tested as he finds himself drawn unknowingly into a conspiracy
inside Nixon’s re-election campaign.

Gaslit

Year Of The Rat

All hell breaks loose between Martha and John surrounding her decision to testify. John Dean is surprised
by a new legal development as G. Gordon Liddy faces his own trial in solitary confinement.

The Girl Before

Episode One

Jane starts over in a minimalist house that comes with architect Edward Monkford’s exhaustive set of rules.
But when she learns of the previous tenant Emma’s tragic fate, Jane worries about their startling
similarities.

The Girl From Plainville

Star-Crossed Lovers And Things Like That

A teen's death by suicide unearths painful questions for his family and reveals a complicated, mostly virtual
relationship with a young woman who may hold the answers.

Horror Noire

Brand Of Evil

Nekani is a graphic designer making ends meet doing community work, but when a mysterious client offers
him the gig of a lifetime Nekani gets more than he bargained for.

Horror Noire

Bride Before You

Cornelius Clay is the most eligible bachelor in all of Washington, D.C. His twin sister intends to keep it that
way.



Horror Noire

Daddy

All Red wants in life is to do right by his four-year-old son, James. So when James says there’s a strange
man talking to him from their fire escape Red confronts him, revealing the man is not such a stranger after
all.

Horror Noire

Fugue State

Charlotte and Arthur’s marriage is failing because of Arthur’s loyalty to an extremist evangelical leader
named Reverend Pike. Charlotte, desperate to connect to her husband, attends one of Pike’s rallies and
discovers how good the Kool-Aid tastes.

Horror Noire

Sundown

Every small town has its secrets, and come sundown, a group of campaign volunteers learn Eventide, West
Virginia’s blood-thirsty truth.

The House

Across different eras, a poor family, an anxious developer and a fed-up landlady become tied to the same
mysterious house in this animated dark comedy.

The Housewives Of The North Pole

After years of friendship, a very public falling out leaves housewives Diana and Trish going against each
other in the house decorating competition in North Pole, Vermont.

I Want You Back

Peter and Emma were on the precipice of life’s biggest moments—marriage, kids, houses in the suburbs—
until their respective partners dumped them. Horrified to learn the loves of their lives had already moved
on, Peter and Emma hatch a hilarious plan to win back their exes with unexpected results.

Impeachment: American Crime Story

Man Handled

The Office of the Independent Counsel ensnares Monica Lewinsky, holding her for 12 traumatizing hours in
a hotel room.

Inventing Anna

Life Of A VIP

Reporter Vivian Kent defies her editor to pursue the story of Anna Delvey, an alleged German heiress
indicted for grand larceny and jailed without bail.

Joe vs Carole

Survival Of The Fittest

Joe gets arrested and, for the first time, comes face-to-face with Carole at his trial.

Jolt

A bouncer with a slightly murderous anger-management problem that she controls with an electrode-lined
vest goes on a revenge-fueled rampage to find the killer of the first guy she's ever fallen for. The cops
pursue her as their chief suspect.



The Kings Of Napa

Judas And The Black-Owned Vineyard

Tensions come to a head as August discovers who is blackmailing the Kings. Dana comes to terms with
Rose's secret rendezvous. Rose discovers the real reason behind their infertility.

Landscapers

Episode Three

The well-practiced story the Edwards have been telling comes apart, as police conclude that the double
murder of the Wycherleys was motivated by money and greed, and the detectives draw parallels from
tragedies in Christopher’s past to better understand his willingness to sacrifice everything for Susan.

The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey

Reggie

Ptolemy Grey is an ailing man forgotten by his family, friends, and even himself. When a new treatment is
discovered that can restore his dementia-addled memories, it begins a journey toward shocking truths
about the past, present and future.

Lisey's Story

Lisey’s Story follows Lisey Landon two years after the death of her husband, novelist Scott Landon. A
series of unsettling events causes Lisey to face memories of her marriage she has deliberately blocked out
of her mind.

List Of A Lifetime

After Brenda is diagnosed with breast cancer, she finds her daughter Talia she gave up for adoption. After
meeting, they create a bucket list for Brenda and through their journey, Brenda discovers a meaningful
relationship with Talia she didn’t know she needed, and a reason to fight for her life.

Love Life

Mia Hines

Marcus Watkins begins to question his marriage as he develops a unique friendship with the magnetic Mia
Hines.

Madres

Expecting their first child, a Mexican-American couple move to a migrant farming community in 1970's
California where strange symptoms and terrifying visions threaten their new family.

MAID

Snaps

Gaining strength and support from a creative writing theory group, Alex fights for her future by facing off
with Sean over custody of Maddy.

The Manor

After suffering a mild stroke, Judith Albright reluctantly moves into a historic nursing home where she
becomes convinced a supernatural force is killing the residents.

Midnight Mass

Book V: Gospel

Sheriff Hassan fields multiple missing persons reports as the town prepares to gather for Good Friday. To
protect Erin, Riley brings the truth to light.



Miracle Workers: Oregon Trail

What Happens In Branchwater

The wagon train stops in the sinful town of Branchwater, luring Ezekiel into a night of debauchery and
temptation. Meanwhile, Benny finds his favorite saloon has transformed into an inauthentic tourist trap.

Modern Love

On A Serpentine Road, With The Top Down

Driving, with the top down, I’m reminded that I too can shift gears, face risk, handle inconvenience — and
survive tragedy. My partner, eyes misting, says: 'You love that car. And your husband was an
extraordinary man.'

Moon Knight

The Goldfish Problem

Steven Grant learns that he may be a superhero, but may also share a body with a ruthless mercenary.

The Offer

Brains And Balls

“The Godfather” is released to rave reviews and box office records. Drama unfolds at the 45th Academy
Awards. Al Ruddy looks to the future and his next project.

The Offer

It's Who We Are

As the production contends with the challenges of filming in Sicily, Ruddy leaves early to help get Evans
back on track. Post-production disputes with Lapidus threaten Coppola’s vision for the edit and Bettye
starts to think about her next move.

Pam & Tommy

Jane Fonda

Pam finds her strength and stands up for herself on set, then redefines the future she wants. But her
undoing is set in motion by Rand’s eureka moment for the tape, in the form of a new technology — the
worldwide web.

Pam & Tommy

The Master Beta

The stress of trying to start a family while recovering their stolen sex tape reaches a fever pitch for Pam
and Tommy. And in the final moments, Pam miscarries.

Pam & Tommy

Pamela In Wonderland

During a grueling deposition, Pam is pushed to the emotional brink.

Pam & Tommy

Seattle

The Pam and Tommy saga reaches its dramatic conclusion as a cocky young Internet entrepreneur
streams the tape online for free. His dreams of glory in tatters, Rand Gauthier attempts to get on the right
side of karma. Pam reaches a breaking point with the tape… and her husband.

Pistol

Pistol is a six-episode limited series about a rock and roll revolution.



The Premise

Moment Of Silence

After losing his daughter to gun violence, a grieving father pursues a new job as a PR director at the
National Gun Lobby, where he’s befriended by a coworker who starts to suspect the man’s motives may be
far more dangerous than they seem.

Psych 3: This Is Gus

In preparation for a shotgun wedding before the birth of Baby Guster, Shawn (James Roday Rodriguez)
and Groomzilla Gus (Dulé Hill) go rogue in an attempt to track down Selene’s (Jazmyn Simon) estranged
husband, as Lassiter (Timothy Omundson) grapples with the future of his career.

The Pursuit Of Love

The Pursuit of Love follows the friendship between cousins Linda and Fanny, which will be put to the test as
Fanny settles for a steady life and Linda decides to follow her heart.

Ray Donovan: The Movie

A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan family legacy full circle. As the events that made
Ray who he is today finally come to light, the Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the
past.

Reno 911!: The Hunt For QAnon

On a mission to track down the one and only Q, the one behind all QAnon conspiracies, Reno 911! The
Hunt For QAnon follows the deputies from the Reno Sheriff’s Department as they get stuck at a QAnon
convention at sea, ultimately escaping only to land at Jeffrey Epstein’s island.

Roar

The Woman Who Disappeared

A woman (Issa Rae) disappears. Literally.

Roar

The Woman Who Returned Her Husband

A woman (Meera Syal) returns her husband. Literally.

Roar

The Woman Who Was Fed By A Duck

A woman (Merritt Wever) is fed by a duck. Emotionally.

Roar

The Women Who Found Bite Marks On Her Skin

A woman (Cynthia Erivo) finds bite marks on her skin. Literally.

Scenes From A Marriage

The Illiterates

With her life falling apart after her boyfriend leaves and then losing her job, Mira tries to reconcile with
Jonathan, exploring the root of their connection through sex. Ultimately, things between them end up
violently and angrily, as Jonathan still pushes her to sign the divorce papers.



The Shrink Next Door

The Treatment

Marty invites Dr. Ike to help out with the family business. Phyllis senses she is losing her brother and
decides to take matters into her own hands.

The Sky Is Everywhere

17-year-old Lennie Walker, a radiant musical prodigy, struggles with overwhelming grief following the
sudden loss of her older sister, Bailey. Through her vivid imagination and honest, conflicted heart, Lennie
navigates first love and first loss to create a song of her own.

The Staircase

911

In 2001, author and aspiring local politician Michael Peterson is charged with murder after the suspicious
death of his wife Kathleen.

The Staircase

Seek And Ye Shall

After a body with similar injuries to Kathleen’s turns up at the county morgue, Sophie continues her quest
to uncover what really happened to Kathleen. Meanwhile, Martha decides to dig into her fraught past,
despite pushback from Margaret.

Station Eleven

Unbroken Circle

Kirsten sets in motion her plan to free the Traveling Symphony, while Miranda tries to live the right life.

Super Pumped: The Battle For Uber

Same Last Name

Gurley presents Travis with an ultimatum that will change the course of the company. Travis searches the
city for supporters to rally in his defense. The two men go head-to-head in a final, last-ditch battle for
Uber. Season finale.

The Survivor

The true story of Harry Haft, who after being sent to Auschwitz, survived not only the unspeakable horrors
of the camp, but the gladiatorial boxing spectacle he was forced to perform with fellow prisoners for his
captor’s amusement. Haft’s driven by his quest to reunite with the woman he loves.

Swimming With Sharks

When Lou starts her internship for Joyce, she seems like a naïve Hollywood newcomer. In truth, Lou has
been obsessed with Joyce for a long time and will do anything to get close to her... even kill.

The Thing About Pam

She’s A Killer

The Thing About Pam is the dramatized retelling of Betsy Faria’s murder. Renée Zellweger embodies the
outsized personality of Pam Hupp who was eventually charged for her murder while incarcerated for
another. Keith Morrison narrates as the show reveals Hupp’s diabolical scheme to manipulate those around
her.

Three Months

Caleb, a South Florida teen, loves his camera, his weed and his grandmother. On the eve of his high school
graduation, everything changes when he’s exposed to HIV. While he waits three months for his results,
Caleb finds love in the most unlikely of places in this coming-of-age comedy-drama.



Time

Sean Bean and Stephen Graham star in this depiction of prison life in the modern British penal system. The
suspenseful series follows an inmate and an officer, both trapped by mistakes that any one of us could
have made.

True Story

Chapter 1: The King Of Comedy

High off success, The Kid launches a comedy tour in his hometown, but a reunion with his brother and an
afterparty lead to a more sobering reality.

True Story

Chapter 7: ...Like Cain Did Abel

Seeking retribution, Kid reaches a breaking point and takes matters into his own hands. Days later, Kid
shares his story and vows to be a better man.

Two Sentence Horror Stories

Plant Life

A technology-addicted man receives a strange plant from his boyfriend, but soon experiences disturbing
changes to his mind and body as the plant takes root in his apartment.

Two Sentence Horror Stories

Toxic

A group of high school friends enjoy one last party in the “Woods of the Damned” until a prank goes
horribly wrong.

Under The Banner Of Heaven

Revelation

As the details of the murders become clear, Pyre and Taba embark on an interstate manhunt, hoping to
catch the killers before they complete their list of those to be “blood atoned.”

Under The Banner Of Heaven

When God Was Love

Detectives Jeb Pyre and Bill Taba investigate the brutal, sinister murders of an LDS woman, Brenda Wright
Lafferty and her baby daughter in Utah’s typically serene Salt Lake Valley in 1984.

The Valet

Movie star Olivia faces a PR disaster when a paparazzi snaps a photo of her with her married lover,
Vincent. The hard-working valet Antonio accidentally appears in the same photo and is enlisted to pose as
Olivia's new boyfriend as a cover up.

A Very British Scandal

A Very British Scandal explores the legal case of the marriage and divorce of the Duke (Paul Bettany) and
Duchess of Argyll (Claire Foy). Vilified by the press and the judiciary, the Duchess’s fall from grace was
relished by British society.

The Voyeurs

A young couple find themselves becoming interested in the sex life of their neighbors across the street.
What starts as an innocent curiosity turns into an unhealthy obsession, after they discover that one
neighbor is cheating. Temptation and desire cause their lives to become tangled together leading to deadly
consequences.



We Own This City

Part One

Jenkins preaches the merits of solid police work; but takes liberties with his squad. Jensen and Sieracki
interrogate Gondo about his connections. An overdose in Harford County leads McDougall and Kilpatrick to
a city drug market. Steele researches cops with reputations. Suiter is assigned his first case in homicide.

WeCrashed

This Is Where It Begins

Adam Neumann is a young entrepreneur finding his path in the business world when he meets Rebekah,
who inspires him to launch a company.

The White Lotus

The social satire set at an exclusive Hawaiian resort that follows the vacations of various hotel guests as
they relax and rejuvenate in paradise. With each passing day, a darker complexity emerges in these
picture-perfect travelers, the hotel’s cheerful employees, and the idyllic locale itself.

Why Didn't They Ask Evans?

Lucy Boynton and Will Poulter star in this adaptation of the 1934 Agatha Christie novel, Why Didn’t They
Ask Evans? The limited series follows two amateur sleuths as they set out to find the meaning behind a
dead man's mysterious final words.

The Woman In The House Across The Street From The Girl In The Window

Mixing wine, pills, casseroles and an overactive imagination, Anna obsesses over a hunky neighbor across
the street and witnesses a murder. Or did she?

Women Of The Movement

Let The People See

After her son’s body is recovered in Mississippi, Mamie insists on having a public wake with an open casket
to ensure that he did not die in vain. The case becomes national news, which puts pressure on Mississippi
officials to do the unthinkable—go to trial.

Women Of The Movement

Manhunt

A historic trial begins, and on the eve of her testimony, Mamie must face the three people responsible for
her son’s murder, while also facing some ugly truths in the Jim Crow South.

Women Of The Movement

Mother And Son

Mamie Till Mobley, a young mother living a simple life in Chicago, begrudgingly lets her adventurous 14-
year-old son, Emmett, go on vacation with his great uncle and cousins to Mississippi. Days after his arrival,
tragedy strikes and Mamie is faced with a mother’s worst nightmare when her son goes missing.

Women Of The Movement

Mothers And Sons

The two mothers at the center of the Emmett Till murder, Carolyn Bryant and Mamie Till-Mobley, testify
about his character in front of a packed courtroom.



Zoey's Extraordinary Christmas

Zoey’s Extraordinary Christmas is a musical dramedy that follows the Clarke family’s first holiday together
after their beloved patriarch Mitch has passed away. Zoey attempts to recreate the perfect "Mitch
Christmas,” but finds that walking a mile in her father’s shoes is a lot more complicated than she ever
imagined.

End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Variety Series

The Amber Ruffin Show

Baking It

A Black Lady Sketch Show

Bullsh*t The Game Show

Capital One College Bowl

Conan

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Desus & Mero

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

The Late Late Show With James Corden

Late Night With Seth Meyers

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Making It

PAUSE With Sam Jay

Real Time With Bill Maher

Saturday Night Live

That Damn Michael Che

That's My Jam

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Weakest Link

Ziwe

End of Category



Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special

57th Academy Of Country Music Awards

The 57th Academy of Country Music Awards, hosted by Dolly Parton with co-hosts Jimmie Allen and Gabby
Barrett, streamed live from the Allegiant Stadium in Las Vegas on Monday, March, 7 2022.

Aida Rodriguez: Fighting Words

For her hourlong special, comedian/actress/producer Aida Rodriguez takes the stage to tackle the issues of
the day – not just because they’re ripped from the headlines, but because they’re in the pages of her
personal life story.

Ali Wong: Don Wong

In her stand-up special, Ali Wong reveals her wildest fantasies, the challenges of monogamy and how she
really feels about single people.

2021 American Music Awards

The award show pays tribute to today's most influential and iconic artists across all genres. The 2021
American Music Awards, hosted by Cardi B, featured a vibrant night of non-stop music, first-time
collaborations and exclusive world premiere performances from music's biggest names.

Aziz Ansari: Nightclub Comedian

After another year of lockdowns, Aziz takes the stage to skewer pandemic life, quarantines, vaccine cards,
celebrity side-gigs, smartphones and more.

Bill Maher: #Adulting

Filmed at Miami’s Fillmore Theater, Bill Maher’s latest stand-up special sees the comedian, host, and
satirist take the stage for an hour of his signature commentary on the latest hot-button issues. Maher
brings his no-holds-barred perspective to cancel culture, quarantine, Q-Anon… and everything in-between.

Catherine Cohen: The Twist...? She's Gorgeous

In this sparkling cocktail of standup and song, Catherine Cohen serenades about looking for love, the
absurdity of marathons and burying someone alive.

Chappelle's Home Team - Earthquake: Legendary

Earthquake shakes up the stage with his takes on "health is wealth," prostate exams and one particularly
lengthy celebrity funeral.

Chris Distefano: Speshy Weshy

Fueled by six martinis and a sold-out crowd, comedian Chris Distefano talks getting yelled at on social
media and why he's waiting for his dad to die.

Christina P: Mom Genes

Comedian Christina P examines the joys and drags of parenting, partnering and more through a no-
nonsense Gen-X lens in this special.

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah Presents: Jordan Klepper Fingers The Globe - Hungary For
Democracy

This special documents Jordan Klepper’s journey from CPAC to Hungary to find out why the Hungarian
right-wing government has become American conservatives’ latest obsession. Is the only country in the EU
labeled “partly free” really the future of American democracy? Jordan travels to this alt-right paradise to
finger Hungary’s pulse.



Dave Chappelle: The Closer

As he closes out his slate of comedy specials, Dave takes the stage to try and set the record straight —
and get a few things off his chest.

David Cross: I'm From The Future

I'm From The Future was recorded in front of a live audience in Brooklyn, NY in November 2021.

David Spade: Nothing Personal

David Spade riffs on the humiliations of doctor visits, lemur season in paradise, falling for clickbait and the
one selfie he can never get right.

drew michael: red blue green

Drew Michael airs his issues with relationships, social media, and jokes from his own life experiences.
Filmed in Chicago, Drew delivers his unabashed style of comedy, navigating his thoughts on his childhood
hearing loss, relationships and breakups, fears of intimacy, and more.

Expo 2020 Dubai Closing Ceremony

The Closing Ceremony takes us into our dreams where we revisit our most cherished memories of Expo
2020. Along the way, we've shared our knowledge, created new friendships, and accelerated human
progress as we now prepare to create a new world.

Expo 2020 Dubai Opening Ceremony

The Expo 2020 Opening Ceremony draws inspiration from the theme of “Connecting Minds, Creating the
Future” while journeying through the depths of sustainability, rising to the heights of mobility, and joining
humanity’s journey of opportunity to create a perfect garden at the heart of Expo 2020 Dubai.

For You, Paige

Teenage music nerd Landon collaborates with his best friend Paige, on a TikTok song inspired by her
favorite book series. Landon’s TikTok goes viral, thrusting him into the spotlight — and leaving Paige
behind.

The 64th Annual Grammy Awards

Aired live from Las Vegas’ MGM Grand Garden Arena and hosted by Trevor Noah. The music awards show
was filled with 20 powerhouse performances, showmanship and awards recognizing outstanding
achievement in the music industry.

Jeff Foxworthy: The Good Old Days

Jeff looks back on simpler times as he talks aging, texting and "sex education," then shares one wild story
from the Blue Collar Comedy Tour.

Jerrod Carmichael: Rothaniel

Taped before a live audience at The Blue Note Jazz Club in NYC, Jerrod gives his signature sharp,
subversive takes on a range of subjects including race, politics, family, and secrets.

Jim Gaffigan: Comedy Monster

Comedy icon Jim Gaffigan offers some thoughts on the hot mess that was 2021, as well as his takes on
marching bands, billionaires in space and more.

Jimmy Carr: His Dark Material

Jimmy Carr finds humor in the darkest of places in this stand-up special that features his dry, sardonic wit
— and some jokes he calls “career enders."



Joyelle Nicole Johnson: Love Joy

Comedian Joyelle Nicole Johnson lights up the Bell House with hilariously personal stories -- from couples
therapy to catty Craigslist roommates.

Katt Williams: World War III

Katt Williams returns to deliver the unfiltered truth and hilariously breaks down conspiracy theories in his
new comedy special World War III.

Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around

Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around features original songs and classics. Brett
Eldredge, Ariana Grande, Jay Leno, Melissa McCarthy, Leslie Odom Jr., Amy Poehler and everyday heroes
were featured guests.

43rd Annual Kennedy Center Honors

Hosted by Gloria Estefan, the special honored Debbie Allen, Joan Baez, Garth Brooks, Midori and Dick Van
Dyke with spoken tributes and performances of music and dance.

44th Annual Kennedy Center Honors

David Letterman opened the celebration of Honorees Justino Diaz, Berry Gordy, Lorne Michaels, Bette
Midler and Joni Mitchell, which featured musical performances and included spoken tributes from Cameron
Crowe, Smokey Robinson, Steve Martin, Seth Meyers, Jimmy Fallon and a live presentation of 3 eras of
Weekend Update.

Marlon Wayans: You Know What It Is

Marlon Wayans explores his greatest fears and everyday anxieties – from his daughter’s prom night to
outie belly buttons – in this boldly personal stand-up special.

Michael Bublé's Christmas In The City

Michael Bublé celebrates the 10th anniversary of his album “Christmas” with a new holiday special. Michael
Bublé’s Christmas in the City presents a mix of comedy, music and, of course, the spirit of Christmas, all
from Studio 8H in Rockefeller Center.

Michael Che: Shame The Devil

Michael Che returns to the stage in Oakland and tackles American patriotism, Black leadership, jealous
exes, loose bears, mental health and more.

Mike Epps: Indiana Mike

Mike Epps returns to his native Indianapolis and reflects on his days as a bad baller and worse drug dealer,
as well as fond memories of his parents.

Miley's New Year's Eve Party Hosted By Miley Cyrus And Pete Davidson

Miley Cyrus and Pete Davidson host a countdown to the new year -- live from Miami, Fla. -- with special
musical performances, comedy sketches, and surprise guests.

Mo Amer: Mohammed In Texas

In his hometown of Houston, Mo Amer takes on pandemic panic, disappointing Bradley Cooper, hummus
appropriation and the subtle art of cursing in Arabic.

Moses Storm: Trash White

Moses Storm’s debut special melds visual and storytelling elements, and has Storm weaving drum tight
jokes atop a hand-built stage. Written, co-directed, co-edited, and designed by Storm, Trash White is a
portrait of what it feels like to grow up poor in America.



Ms. Pat: Y’all Wanna Hear Something Crazy?

Ms. Pat finds laughter in the absurdities of parenting, pet lovers and very unfortunate lip trends as she
unpacks a painful past with humor and honesty.

NFL Honors

Hosted by Keegan-Michael Key, the 11th Annual NFL Honors is an awards presentation by the National
Football League that honors its players from the 2021 NFL season.

Nicole Byer: BBW (Big Beautiful Weirdo)

Karens gone wild. Cat funerals. Trying to hook up during lockdown. Nicole Byer gets delightfully down and
dirty in her comedy special.

Norm Macdonald: Nothing Special

In 2020, Norm performed his comedy special alone in his living room. He did it in one take. Following the
special is a conversation with Adam Sandler, Conan O'Brien, Dave Chappelle, David Letterman, David
Spade and Molly Shannon who discuss their friend Norm and his lasting impact on comedy.

Olympic Dreams Featuring Jonas Brothers

The Jonas Brothers are ready to prove they have what it takes to compete at an Olympic level. Joe, Kevin
and Nick are trained by Team USA's best athletes as they compete against their biggest rivals - each other.

The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, featuring 23 awards categories from
Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Lupita Nyong’o, Anthony Hopkins, Samuel L.
Jackson, Lady Gaga and performances by Beyoncé , Reba McEntire, Billie Eilish and Finneas.

Phoebe Robinson: Sorry, Harriet Tubman

Comedian Phoebe Robinson brings her singular brand of confessional humor to her first solo stand-up
special, dishing about quarantining with her boyfriend, hanging out with Michelle Obama, and much more.

Ricky Gervais: Supernature

Ricky Gervais gives his take on the rules of comedy, spoiling his cats and how super actual nature is in his
stand-up special.

Ricky Velez: Here's Everything

Comedian and actor Ricky Velez bares it all with his down-to-earth perspective in his comedy special in
which he delivers a hilarious set integral to his Queens, NY upbringing.

Ronny Chieng: Speakeasy

Ronny Chieng shares his rage at online critics, gratitude for nerds, bewilderment with irrational skeptics
and unique cure for racism in this special.

28th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards

In a return to awards season, the 28th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards® brought together the biggest
names in film and television to celebrate the outstanding performances of the year - giving us reunions and
Helen Mirren, who received the SAG Life Achievement honor.

SORRY

Louis CK’s newest stand up comedy special filmed live at the Hulu Theater in New York City.



Taylor Tomlinson: Look At You

Breakups. Therapy. Bangs. Taylor’s gone through some stuff since her quarter-life crisis, and she spins her
mental health journey into insightful comedy.

Theo Von: Regular People

Comedian and podcaster Theo Von holds court with some wild tales about "regular people" from his small-
town life in this stand-up special.

Tig Notaro: Drawn

Tig Notaro returns in this fully animated stand-up special.

Tony Awards Present: Broadway's Back

Hosted by Leslie Odom, Jr. at the Winter Garden Theatre, the special marked the return of Broadway
celebrating the joy and magic of live theatre, featuring an original opening number, comedy bits,
performances of beloved classics, nominated musicals and the awards for Best Musical, Best Play, Revival
of a Play.

20 Years Of Christmas With The Tabernacle Choir

In this two-hour retrospective, Brian Stokes Mitchell returns to the Conference Center in Salt Lake City to
remember twenty years of inspiring Christmas concerts by The Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra at Temple
Square. The program features 40+ guest artists and excerpts from 60+ songs, carols, and stories.

Yearly Departed

An all-star lineup of women bids a raucous farewell to 2021. Hosted by Yvonne Orji and featuring a musical
performance by Alessia Cara, Yearly Departed roasts and toasts all we are leaving behind from Hot Vaxx
Summer to Zoom.

End of Category


